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Hika, Kenyon's undergraduate Journal of Arts and Let
ters, celebrates its first fifty years of publication with this
anniversary issue, composed of pieces which originally
appeared in the magazine. Hika is published twice yearly
at Kenyon College. The price of a year's subscription is
$ 10.00. Checks should be made payable to Hika, Box B,
Gambier, Ohio 43022.

To fifty years of Hika's editors, staff, and contributors,
and to the memory of Professor Gerrit Roelofs,
this issue is dedicated.

It's clear in some
way or another that Kenyon has
nourished writers, I think it can continue to do that.
I don't think it's a bad thing to think about a golden age
Bu, I think you should think of the golden age being in
the future, the present.
Robert Hass in Mika, Winter 1984
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John C. Neff'36

Statement of Purpose
T^" EN YON has emerged from the Depression. During the past year there
J^Jhas been a definite strengthening and expansion of organization, as
witness the new curriculum, the School of Aeronautics, and the School of
Equitation; ... and there has been a reawakening of activities, as evidenced
by the revival of the Dramatic Club, . . . the recent success of the Kenyon
Singers, and of the now well known Polo Team. As a result of this new life
on the Hill, the college has won considerable favorable publicity. New fields
have been opened to Kenyon people, fields which promise to produce happy
harvests.
The HIKA, which represents the efforts of several Kenyon
undergraduates and which exists for the benefits of all Kenyon, wishes to be
a part of this general reawakening. The editors, who receive absolutely
nothing for their work but whatever goodwill the reader may offer, are in
terested solely in the promotion of the welfare of Kenyon.
The policy of the magazine is controlled by one important purpose. That
purpose is to represent the best that Kenyon men think and say, to be a
means for more elaborate and thorough consideration of Kenyon opinions.
HIKA will support whatever it considers best for the welfare of the college
and will encourage all intellectual activities at Kenyon. Whether they be
constructive criticisms of educational policies and student activities, or crea
tions in the realm of fiction, poetry, and the essay, any manuscripts submit
ted by alumni, faculty members, or students will be appreciatively considered for publication.
The standard set by the HIKA will not be realized in this the first issue,
but a challenge has been made and a goal set. That goal cannot possibly be
reached without the support of the reader. In view of the fact that an effort
and a beginning have been made, that support is rightly warranted.
The editors at this time wish to thank formally all those who in any way
have supported them thus far, and to welcome both criticism and contribu
tions.

March '35

Robert Lowell '40

Cloisters
Felicitious the man of brawn,
Also the man
Leading with words the fascinated crowd,
Self-elevated, trained and his life made;
A saint at least, whose heart and soul have ploughed
Experience in measured lines,
And whose designs
Of windy images, conveyed
To type, are in immortal bronze arrayed.
What if Lucina jerked again
Out of man's effete womb, some child
Bright with the experience, earnest
From sipping his aetherial origin;
Epicurean and an Hedonist,
Sheepishly he'd dispense
With books and music and the confidence
That bade him furnish sustenance
Flowers and amusement from himself,
Regardless of precarious health.
God of our fathers, what is man;
Whose body is a surly serving man
Indentured for a bread and water board
Unto a soul which can
No servant's maintenance afford;
He must sustain a mobilizing brain,
Inward consumption; or, at best,
The gamesome, body muscle-binds his brain?
Spendthrifts have laid up faith in books
Expecting for life spent huge interest,
Life's suction dessicates the hung up works.

December '39

Peter Taylor '40

Middle Age
^HE was too good for less human treatment. He had to go home for dink-/ner these two nights a week, for the sake of his conscience. Tonight she
had a dish of string beans cooked with country meat on the table when he
came in. The odor of the cured fat struck him when he opened the front
door, but he couldn't believe it until he went back to the dining room and
saw the dish on the table. "Good God," he said to himself, "Where did she
get fresh beans at this time of year?"
Presently his wife, who was, like himself, past fifty, came through the
swinging door from the pantry.
"Ah," she said, "My husband is right on time tonight." She came to him
and undid the buttons of his overcoat as she used to undo the children's. She
took his coat and folded it over the back of a dining room chair as she
would have a visitor's. She knew that he would be leaving right after coffee.
He leaned over the dish and smelled it and then sat down at the place
which was set for him. He was directly across the round dining room table
from her place. She stepped to the pantry door and called, "Cookie, we're
ready when you are." She pulled out her chair and sat down.
"Shall we have the blessing tonight?" she said with hope in her smile.
"O, let's not," he said with a smile. It was a cajoling smile.
"Alright, then." She smoothed the table cloth with her fingers.
He served himself from the dish of beans and selected a piece of the coun
try meat for himself. He leaned his head and got one whiff of the steaming
dish. "You're too good to me," he said evenly. He pushed the dish across the
table to within her reach.
"Nothing's too good for one's husband."
Cookie came through the swinging door with a vegetable dish in each
hand. She was a brown and buxom negress, perhaps a few years older than
her mistress. She sat the dishes on the table near her mistress.
"Good evenin', Cookie," he said to her as she started back to the kitchen.
"Yesuh," she said and went on through the door.
His wife was serving herself from a dish. "Here are some of your baked
potatoes," she said.
"Ah!" He said, "You are too good to me." She passed him the dish.
"And here are simply some cold beets."
"Fine . . . fine . . . fine."
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"Do you think we would like a little more light?" she said. She pushed
herself back from the table.
"We might. We might."
She went to the switch by the doorway that led to the hall. She pushed it
twice and her husband said "Ah . . . Ah," with each increase of light in the
room. It was a pretty small dining room —at least seemed so in a bright light,
for it was an old house with twelve-foot ceilings. The woodwork was
natural walnut, but the paper was a pale yellow, and no pictures were on
the walls. There were two silver candle-sticks and a punch bowl on the
sideboard. Through the glass doors of the safe the cutglass ware showed.
The large light fixture, a frosted glass bowl, hung by a heavy metal chain
low over the table; and the bright light brought out a spot here and there on
the cloth.
She was taking her seat again when Cookie pushed through the door with
the meat and the bread.
"What's this? A roast? A rump roast? You're outdoing yourself tonight,
Cookie," he said.
"Y'all want all 'iss light?" Cookie said, blinking. And she sat the meat down
before him.
"Well it's . . . well it's cold water cornbread!" He took two pieces of bread
from the plate that Cookie held to him.
Y all want all iss light? Cookie said to her mistress who was choosing a
piece of bread and smiling ingenuously at her husband.
"Yes, Cookie," she said, "I think so. I thought I'd turn 'em up some."
"Well I c'd 'a done it, Mizz."
"It's alright, Cookie. I didn't want the bread burnt."
"Well, it ain't Judgment Day, Mizz. Y'all c'd 'a' waited. I'd 'a' done it." She
put the bread on the table and covered it with a napkin that she had held the
plate with.
"It's alright, Cookie."
Cookie opened the door to go back to the kitchen. As she went through
she said, "Lawd 'a' mercy."
His wife pushed her plate across the table, and he put on it a slice of roast
that he had carved. "Any news from the 'chillun'?" he said.
"Only postcards." She began to taste her food.
"That's just rotten." He brought a frown to his face. "They ought to write
you letters. They ought to write you at least once a week. I'm goin' to write
the boys tomorrow and tell em."
"Now, please. They're well. They said so. But they're just busy." She eased
her knife and fork down on her plate. He went on eating and talked at the
same time.
"I won't have that," he said. "They ought to write their mother once a
week. When I was in med. school, you know how much I wrote Mama.
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Father would have beaten me, I believe, and taken me out. I ought to take
them out just once." He stopped eating for a moment and as he shook his
fork at her he spoke rather earnestly: "And just one month I should forget to
send her that check."
His wife sat, slightly paled, making no pretense at eating. "Now, please.
She has two little children. I had a letter from her last week, written while
they were taking a little nap. Remember that she has two little children to
look after." Her lips trembled. "There's nothing for the boys to write. They
say on every card they miss being home."
He saw that her lips were quivering and he started eating again. He
frowned. Then he smiled suddenly and said as with relief, "I'll tell you. Yes.
You ought to go up and see 'em. You haven't been up since they were both
in med."
She wiped her mouth with her napkin and smiled. "No, no," she said.
And she began to eat again.
Cookie came in with a little pan of hot bread, holding it with a kitchen
towel. She uncovered the plate of bread on the table and stacked the hot
bread on top of what was there. With her free hand she reached in front of
her mistress and felt of the untouched piece of bread on her plate. "'S got col'
on y'," she said. She picked it up in her brown hand and threw it on the
cooking pan. She placed a piece of hot bread on her mistress' plate, saying
Butter't while 't's hot, now."
Her mistress pushed the bread plate across the table toward her husband.
She said to him, "Cookie and I are going to get a box of food off to 'em next
week, like we used to send 'em in military school. Aren't we, Cookie?"
"Fine . . . fine . . . fine," he said. He took a piece of bread and began to
butter it.
Cookie nodded her head toward him and said to her mistress, "He heard
fom em?" Then she took several steps around the table, picked up the bread
plate, and she returned it to its former place. She was fixing the napkin over
it again.
"No, I have not." He brought the frown to his face again. "They ought to
write their mother, oughtn't they, Cookie?"
"Sho ought. 'S a shame," Cookie said. She looked at her mistress. And her
mistress put her knife and fork down again. Her lips began to quiver. She
gazed tearfully at her husband.
He looked away and spoke out in a loud voice that seemed almost to
echo in the high ceilinged room: "What are you goin' to send 'em, Cookie?"
Cookie looked at him blankly and then at the butter plate which was in
the center of the table. "Whatever she say."
'Well, what do you say, Mother?"
She cleared her throat and ran her hand in a series of pats over her thick
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and but slightly grayed hair that went in soft waves back over her ears. "I
had thought, she said, "that we might get hold of two fat guinea hens."
"Fine . . . fine," he said.
'I thought we might get some smoked sausage, not too new, and we
might spare one of the fruit cakes we've got soaking."
"How does that suit you, Cookie?" he said.
Cookie was on her way toward the kitchen again. "Yesuh," she said.
He ate in silence for several minutes, took a second helping of string
beans, and another piece of bread. She nibbled at a piece of bread. She put
more salt and pepper on her meat and ate a few bites. And then she arranged
her knife and fork on her plate. Finally he put his knife and fork down on
his empty plate and with his mouth still full said, "There's not more, surely?"
She smiled, nodding her head. "Pie."
"No! . . . What kind?"
"I cooked it myself." She picked up a little glass call-bell beside her plate
and tinkled it. He sat chewing his last bite, and presently Cookie appeared
in the doorway with two plates of yellow, lemon pie topped with a halfinch of white meringue.
This is where she can beat you, Cookie," he said as the cook set the piece
of pie before him.
Cookie made a noise that was something like, "Pssss." She looked at her
mistress and gave her a gold-toothed smile. She started to leave with the din
ner plates.
Wait a minute, Cookie, he said. She stopped and looked at him with
her lower lip hanging open. He was taking big bites of the pie. "Cookie, I've
been wantin to ask you how your corporosity' is?"
"M' what, boss-man?"
And furthermore, I understand that you have ancestors." He winked at
his wife. She dropped her eyes to her plate.
Whats he mean, Mizz? Cookie asked, standing with the two dinner
plates in hand.
'Just some of his foolishness, Cookie," she said with her eyes still on her
plate.
He thought to himself that his wife was too good to tease even a negro.
He said to himself, "She never has understood niggers."
"M' coffee's b'ilin'," Cookie said and she went through the swinging door.
His wife looked up from her plate. "You know Cookie never has liked to
joke. Now, please. Don't tease her. She's getting along in her years now.
Her temper's quicker than it used to be."
He had finished his pie when Cookie brought the coffee in. She brought
it on a tray-two cups and a kitchen pot. She sat a cup at each plate, filled
them and sat the pot on the table cloth.
"How's that church of yours comin', Cookie?" he said.
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"It's makin' out, boss-man."
"How about Dr. Palmer's cook, Cookie? Is she a member in standing?"
"Sho. Y' mean 'at new Hattie." She looked at her mistress and smiled.
He looked at his wife whom he thought was shaking her head at Cookie.
"Yes," he said, "he brought her in from the country."
"Yesuh."
"She's givin' 'im some trouble. Drinkin', ain't she, Cookie?"
"Yesuh. I reckon she is." She tilted her head back and gave him her goldtoothed laugh which ended almost in a sneer this time. "She 'uz dancin'
roun' outside chu'ch las' night an' say to me she want to teach me how to do
dat stuff. I tell huh she's drunk, an' she say, 'Sho I is. I' teach you how to hit
de bottle, too.' "
He shoved his chair away from the table, still holding his coffee, and
laughed aloud. He saw that his wife was looking threateningly at Cookie.
"What else did she say, Cookie?" he pressed her.
"O, dat gal's a big talker. De way she talk 'bout her boss-man's ter'ble. She
talk 'bout enybody an' ev'ybody in town. She call names up an' down de
street."
"What sort of talk?" He leaned forward, smiling, and winked at his wife.
"Menfo'ks' runnin' roun' at night. Doc Palmer's a bach'lor-man, an' she say
she see'em all 'bout his place sooner 'r later."
His wife had quit sipping her coffee and was staring at Cookie.
"Who, for instance, Cookie? Let us in on it."
The cook turned to him and looked at him blankly. "You, boss-man."
His wife stood up at her place, her napkin in her hand. Her eyes filled
with tears. "After all these years!" she said. "Cookie, you've forgotten your
place for the first time after all these years."
Cookie put her hands under her apron, looked at her feet a moment, and
then looked up at him, her own eyes wet. Her words came almost like
screams: "Hattie say she seen y'!"
Her mistress sat down, put one elbow on the table, and hid her face in her
napkin. "I'm disappointed in you, Cookie. Go to the kitchen, she said.
Cookie went through the swinging door without looking at her mistress.
In a moment his wife looked up at him and said, "I'm sorry. I'd not
thought she was capable of a thing like that."
"Why, it's alright ... for what she said. Doctors will be talked about," he
said.
His wife seemed, he thought, not to hear him. She said, "A servant of
mine talking to my husband like that."
"It's only old-nigger upitiness," he reassured her.
"I shall speak to her tonight," she said. "I promise you."
"O, I suppose you'll have to fire her."
She looked at him, her features composed again. She ran her hand in a
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series of pats over her hair. "No, no," she said. "I can't fire Cookie. I'll speak
to her tonight. It'll never happen again."
"She ought to be given her walking papers." He poured himself a second
cup of coffee and watched his wife closely. He frowned again and said, "She
might talk to you that way some day. That's all I thought."
She smiled at him. "There's no danger. I'll have a talk with her tonight."
She helped him on with his overcoat. He said, "Got to see some country
people tonight. Might even have to drive over to Jackson and do an opera
tion." She was buttoning his coat. "Appendectomy," he said, "County
Hospital."
"I can't have her talking that way to my husband," she said aloud but to
herself. "But I won't fire her," she said to him. "She honestly loves us all, I'm
sure. She s a member of the family. She may have spoken out of turn
tonight, but she would never speak outside the family."
He looked at her directly and she smiled. She told him she would leave
the back light on, for lately the nights had been cloudy and dark. As he stopped
in the hall to pick up his hat and his case, he heard Cookie come through
the swinging door.
"Now, Cookie, I want to have a little talk with you," his wife said.
And Cookie said, "Yes'm, Mizz."

&
December '39

Wallace Stevens

Two Theoretic Poems
I
Man And Bottle
The mind is the great poem of winter, the man,
Who, to find what will suffice,
Destroys romantic tenements
Of rose and ice
In the land of war. More than the man, it is
A man with the fury of a race of men,
A light at the centre of many lights,
A man at the centre of men.
It has to content the reason concerning war,
It has to persuade that war is part of itself,
A manner of thinking, a mode
Of destroying, as the mind destroys,
An aversion, as the world is averted
From an old delusion, an old affair with the sun,
An impossible aberration with the moon,
A grossness of peace.
It is not the snow that is the quill, the page.
The poem lashes more fiercely than the wind,
As the mind, to find what will suffice, destroys
Romantic tenements of rose and ice.
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II
Of Modern Poetry
The poem of the mind in the act of finding
What will suffice. It has not always had
To find: the scene was set; it repeated what
Was in the script.
Then the theatre was changed
To something else. Its past was a souvenir.
It has to be living, to learn the speech of the place.
It has to face the men of the time and to meet
The women of the time. It has to think about war
And it has to find v/hat will suffice. It has
To construct a new stage. It has to be on that stage
And, like an insatiable actor, slowly and
With meditation, speak words that in the ear,
In the delicatest ear of the mind, repeat,
Exactly, that which it wants to hear, at the sound
Of which, an invisible audience listens,
Not to the play, but to itself, expressed
In an emotion as of two people, as of two
Emotions becoming one. The actor is
A metaphysician in the dark, twanging
An instrument, twanging a wiry string that gives
Sounds passing through sudden Tightnesses, wholly
Containing the mind, below which it cannot descend,
Beyond which it has no will to rise.
It must
Be the finding of a satisfaction, and may
Be of a man skating, a woman dancing, a woman
Combing. The poem of the act of the mind.

May '40

R6bert Lowell '40

Parnassus to Pittsburgh
Hika, for the second time in its history, prints a speech. This, like the other,
which appeared in the June 1940 issue, is by Robert Lowell, a Kenyon graduate
now studying at Louisiana State University. The speech was given at the Kenyon
Commencement Exercises last June. This oration is not only memorable in itself
but peculiarly so in conjunction with the speech previously printed.
^^eniors of Kenyon, we have passed the formal requirements of college; as
l^is normal, we are about to enter an era of existence which is commonly
considered more responsible, more burdened and more serious; we are surroun ded by parents, an embodied apparition of our probable future. Success
in exchanging fantastic studies for profitable utilities is celebrated by gradua
tion exercises; among these, the valedictorian's impertinent, authoritative
ardor and reminiscing harangue are ornamental.
Today, having escaped the august boundaries of religion, our hypermoralized, Lutheran conscience still pictures psychic disorder as a cosmic feud
whose protagonists, light and darkness, are God and Devil; and this gala day
of promotion haloes our recollections of college in idyllic magnificence and
crowns us with the transcendent brightness of the Elect. Friendships,
stimulated by adversity and ambition, by parental injunctions, by difficulties
with professors, and by intramural patriotism are a chronic sunshine, inten
sified by surges of inflamed altruism. Fraternities, vicarious elaborations of
friendship, progeny of leisure, animal spirits and embarrassed herd-instincts,
are Bacchanalia of loyalty and friendship. Incongruous learning, a rotation
of polite daisy-picking and brutal cramming, is the precious, or, at worse,
purple pabulum of transcendental moonshine. Green with sweltering summer and breathless with a solemn, valetudinary fragrance, Gambier adver
tizes the sociable splendors of a landscape, where students drink beer and
skim books —to apply one of our Rabelaisian songs —at Gambier Kenyon
men dwell on Kokosing's banks of asphodel.
Transcendent brightness is a whitewashed illusion; but, when the en
thusiast has vapored college into an Episcopal Valhalla, visions afflict him,
his elders are devils. Feeling his good heart endangered by encounters with
the pompous jocularities of old graduates, by a deluge of obscene toads,
breeding its contagion of senile amours and nostalgic memories, intruding
on the sanctuary of the campus its heavy-handed and maudlin burlesque—at
last the enthusiast, like Queen Victoria blushing at the matrimonial pro-
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posals of Lord Melbourne, protests that collegiate activities must not be
mingled with coupons, greenbacks, corporation law firms, beer bottleries,
and plumbing equipment monopolies, and that students are removed, toto
caelo, from paunchy, bald, complacent, impotent, pedestrian middle-age.
The amenities of Graduation Day and considerations for its imaginary
proneness to idealism have not led me to suppose that industry is threatened
with a dream world, that rash laudations of college are weighed in anything
but the minimising scales of experience, or that, in an age of sophisters,
economists and calculators, Kenyon seniors cannot be relied on to advance
into ripe areas, until puerile friendships are normal, fraternities are a
nuisance and recreation is confined to duties; until daily bread overburdens
ambition and highflying learning flies higher and out of sight and decrepi
tude mellows the capricious spirit of exuberance. Undergraduate freedom of
choice is irresponsibility and undergraduate idealism is ignorance
classmates, I was on the point of postulating that ignorance and irresponsibility are auguries of the opulence of your fathers; but I am anxious not to
be thought flippant and sanguine. Beetling with contempt, a father would
stand up in this audience. Pardon me, I must deliver his sensible rebuke:
"Dear young man, you are not expecting the life-span of Methuselah. You
do not ask time to lackey to your infirmities. You know that your common
ness is far too developed for alterations. And you are resigned to the
opulence of your father. Young man, an assembly will listen to you when
for twenty years at the ledgers and files you have sweated your enthusiasm
into competence."

October '40

Rube Goldberg

The Comic Stripped
Mr. Reuben Lucius Goldberg, who contributes to this issue, is the man
who created Boob McNutt, who remains, in the American comic pages,
nearly the last victim of the kick in the pants or the bop on the head.
Mr. Goldberg started out as a mining engineer at the University of
California. Then he began drawing sports cartoons for The San Francisco
Chronicle, and later, Boob McNutt for the New York Evening Mail.
Mr. Goldberg's Boob McNutt exists nowadays in a world jam-packed full
of Buck Rogers, Flash Gordon, and Terry and the Pirates. In his own con
fused way, he keeps on doggedly being hit over the head by the big men in
polka-dot pants, but nevertheless, he is the last of his race. Science and the
natural law of the survival of the fittest have given us the era of the rocketship and the disintegrator ray.
Mr. Goldberg is well-known for his scientific inventions, but even these
are not enough. The happy days of Smokey Stover, Salesman Sam, Moon
Mullins, and Boob McNutt seem to be nearly over. We are traveling in the
machine age —at 1,000,001 miles an hour.
For this issue, Mr. Goldberg has written us an article defining his own
kind of humor. It is a slightly nostalgic article, harking us all back to the days
before interplanetary travel, when a kick in the pants was all you needed to
cheer you up.
Editors.

B

OB Weaver has asked me to toss off a few words about "American
Humor"—just like that. I would not even attempt this almost impossi
ble assignment if Bob hadn't gone to Deerfield Academy at one time with
my two sons. He probably knows a few secret facts about their past lives
which, if exposed, would put their old man in a very embarrassing position.
So I am writing this essay to keep my boys' records fairly respectable, at
least until they can get a proper start in the world. This whole thing has a
slight aroma of blackmail.
I have been feeding and clothing myself for the last thirty years on my socalled humorous creations but, up to date, have not been able to put my
finger on any concise or convincing definition of humor. I was tempted to
look in the dictionary before sitting down to the typewriter but gave up the
idea because I knew it would only leave me more bewildered.
As far as I can figure out, humor is something that makes people
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laugh—guffaw, chuckle, grin or smile. Humor is something funny.
Humor —oh, humor is just humor. The more painful it is the funnier it is. A
sock on the nose, a kick in the pants, a safe dropped on a man's head—are
always funny —until somebody is really hurt! No matter how much the ob
ject of the joke is made to suffer, you must be made to realize that his injury
is not permanent. Physical punishment is one of the basic forms of humor,
if, of course, the other fellow takes the punishment. There are several
reasons why you laugh at a man in distress. One is because you are pleased
that it is HE and not YOU. Another reason is because you love to see sham
and pomposity and egotism deflated. If a man in a full-dress suit gets splash
ed with mud it is funnier than if a tramp gets splashed with mud. The tramp
is already deflated. He may even be funny in himself simply because he is
childish and helplessly resigned to his lot. But a full-dress suit is a symbol of
elegance and ostentation. It is a fake package that contains human
weaknesses. It pleases you to see it spoiled. It makes you laugh. The higher
you go in the social scale the bigger the laugh you get from the debunking
process. So the biggest laugh is when a king's crown is knocked off his head!
Humor comes from exaggeration. A big nose, large feet, long whiskers,
protruding ears —physical distortions that do not carry any implication of
permanent disability. Laughter must be wholesome lest it become cruel. We
can laugh at a man with a flat head but we cannot laugh at a man with one
leg.
The humor of exaggeration is not limited to humans. The exaggeration of
an action or a series of actions can be equally as funny. The type of comedy
for which I am best known is the goofy sequence of gadgets in my goofy
contraptions. When you see a very complicated invention for ac
complishing a simple thing like killing a mosquito you feel that the inventor
must be somewhat of a fool to have gone to all that trouble when he might
have used a simple exterminator. This idea is basically funny. But it is made
still more comical when, upon going through the action of the machine you
find that the various sequences follow in logical order. The very logic of the
inventor's creation for so illogical a purpose makes him all the more
ridiculous —and funny.
Laughter also comes from incongruity. If you put several things together
that custom has led you to believe belong very far apart, you are given a sur
prised laugh. If you saw a man in a suit of armor walking down Main
Street, if you came home and found a horse in your bed, if you saw a ship's
anchor on a grand piano, you'd know they were funny without looking for
the reason why.
Humor and pathos are separated only by a hairline. You find yourself
sometimes wondering just where Charley Chaplin leaves off being funny
and starts being sad. I don't think anybody is expert enough to know the ex
act point of difference —unless it is where misfortune and futility become
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too realistic. If something in a situation makes you feel that the poor fellow
is REALLY in trouble you begin to feel sorry for him and he becomes
pathetic.
I would like to go into the humor of comic strips but it is too large a subject. Most of the real comic characters in strips are frustrated individuals
who have kindly hearts and win over their tormentors often enough to give
the reader a feeling of satisfaction.
I guess I have written quite a few words for a guy who started out by say
ing he did not know what humor was. But I still must acknowledge my
complete ignorance in that department. I can analyse many of the elements
in laughter. But I do not know what laughter itself is any more than I know
the brain process called "memory". How do I know I have to stop writing
this and rush off to the dentist's to keep a four o clock appointment? And I
haven't got it written down, either.

December '40
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Robie Macauley '41 and Bud Southard '43

PROLEPSIS FOR HIKA
MAY, 1941

r~*EN years ago, the young men in American colleges were very sensitive
J- to war. They were afraid of what it might do to them. As was com
mon everywhere then, they signed peace pledges and formed societies. One
of them, The Veterans of Future Wars, was pointed out by the American
Legion as cynical. But these things were sympathetic to universal opinion.
We were going to keep here in America henceforth, remembering th e unpaid war-debts and our soldiers lost in the first World War.
Unfortunately, many of the presidents of the peace societies and the student editors who denounced war, went off and were killed in Spain, to
make the world safe for democracy. The American people followed the 72
point headlines through the invasion of Poland, the various British disasters,
the fall of France, while the American government collected a recruit army
and put in an order for 50,000 airpla nes.
All this, the American people took quite complacently in view of the
headlines. There were no mass jailings of young men who signed a peace
pledge and refused to be recruited. In colleges like this one, they bega..
n„
to
talk of the army as a sort of career in which young men could do as well as
anywhere else.
The American government is moving close to war with the Third Reich;
the force of inertia alone is enough to finish it. America is about ready to accept what is presented as inevitable. It is with this apparent, that we present
an issue made up of comment, gloss and footnote to the second World War
and America's part in it. The image of War on the cover, the popular
representation of yesterday, is not dwelt on now. But it is recurrent. The
magazines now speak of the bravery of the British and the lost ship convoys;
and we as the rest.
Therefore, we present this issue of Hika, not a collection of eyewitness
journalism, as it might have been and of which there has been too much,
but a series of contemporary footnotes, by several different kinds and condi
tions of people.
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Lord Kenyon

Gredington
Whitchurch
Salop
4 March, 1941
Dear Mr. Macauley,
I am afraid time will not permit me to do more than write you a letter to
convey my best wishes for your forthcoming issue of Hika dealing with the
war and your country's position in it.
Recent news have seemed to indicate that support for Britain is growing
— perhaps as more people learn of the true position —and that is indeed
cheering for us.
I am sure that your number will go even further and I wish it,
wholeheartedly, every success.
I shall be interested indeed to see it —if that is possible—as we find it hard,
in England, quite to appreciate the American attitude. I feel sure it will help
me to a better understanding of that.
I am hoping too that we shall be able to resume, with the coming of
peace, to our mutual advantage, all those activities which go such a long
way towards cementing our two countries together, and that I personally
shall have an opportunity to visit America to see for myself . . .
Yours sincerely,
Kenyon

May '41
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The author of the first one of these three articles by Englishmen is a
young man officially employed by the British government. For that reason,
his name cannot be told. He is a graduate of Cambridge and has spent more
time in America doing graduate work. He states clearly what has been seen
vaguely in various indications of the change going on in England.
The author of the second article for the same reason as the first must re
main anonymous. He is a graduate of the University of London, has lived
both in the United States and Canada, and has lately been employed by the
Ministry of Economic warfare.
[We reprint here the second of the two essays. —Eds.]

America and England, 1941
HPHE English colonists in America set up their own independent state in
X 1 7 76. Their revolt against an unjust king was the most characteristical
ly British thing they had ever done. Fox and Burke, the best English
statesmen of the time, have said so. And, nevertheless, in spite of revolution
and separation, in spite of the hundreds of thousands of Germans and
Frenchmen and Dutchmen and Italians and Slavs who have settled in
America, in spite of the basic differences between baseball and cricket, tea
and supper, dime and sixpence, most Americans and most English men are
enormously alike.
This is heresy, I realize, in a country where people like to think of
themselves as Yankees and cherish the memory of their forefathers chasing
the redcoats back from Lexington, yet, deny it or not, England and America
are bound inseparably; in times like these the proof comes out.
The true alliance between England and the United States must be seen in
the real, basic parts of our civilization: government, art, and science. I have
lived most of my life in England and some of it in the United States. I have
continually noticed similarities in these things and the two peoples
themselves. It is hard for me not to think of Americans as transplanted
Englishmen, their instincts and ways of thinking in important matters are so
similar.
In the matter of government; even after the American colonies separated
themselves from King George III and Lord North, they could not but act as
any free Englishman would have in similar circumstances. They set up a
18

government based on the 18th century reasonable English philosophy of
government, respecting the rights of individual man to "life, liberty, and pur
suit of happiness." They set up a two-house system of parliament, which
they called a congress. And from then on, this representative body has acted
and performed in essentially the same way as Parliament, with speeches that
seem endless, wasteful, windy, and inefficient to Europeans, but very dear
to Englishmen and Americans as an expression of free debate and parliamen
tary rule.
A good example of the way Americans and Englishmen in common
regard individual rights is the phenomenon of the "consciencious objector,
surely an Anglo-Saxon invention. America and the British Empire are prob
ably the only places in the world where such a conception could be
understood, let alone officially sanctioned and exemptions granted.
As a world power, America has been tacitly allied with England almost
since the beginning of her existence. For a long time in the nineteenth cen
tury, it was the English navy that kept order in the world, an English order,
to be sure, but one that helped America profit and grow. Since America has
had a powerful navy, another clause in that tacit alliance has kept t e
American navy to guard the Pacific and the English navy the Atlantic,
last war showed the realization America has of the identity of her fortu
with that of England. No single nation, and particularly not a land-nation
like Germany, can assume the keeping of a white-man's peace and rule over
all the world. Unless there is something like this great English-speaking
alliance to do this, however, we must retire into insularity and allow the
great economic system we have built on trade with the whole world, to co
lapse
I have said that most Americans are like most Englishmen. This, I
is true. The American, provided he is not the son of an immigrant from
Sicily or Odessa, is, like most of the inhabitants of the dominions, a colonia
Englishman, who has developed in much his own way, yet retains his basic
English-ness. I do not say this in a spirit of snobbery, because at this time
America is probably the strongest member of the Anglo-American alliance
and has changed English life in many ways.
Yet there are many ways in which the similarity of Americans and
Englishmen can be seen. The two are much closer than the Englishmen and
the Frenchmen, and I have a feeling that the Americans have never trusted
their South American neighbors with any feeling like that towards England^
There is something snobbish about anyone who speaks the Engis
language towards nations that do not. If it is impossible to translate a foreign
idea into English, the Englishman or American puts it <hrough * e
marvelous process called "Anglicizing." Pronounce the letters that the il
logical foreigners ignore, put the accent on the first syllable and the word is
19
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naturalized English. And, the converse of this, peoples who speak English
feel a great affinity for each other. English books appear in America almost
as soon as they do here. Englishmen have always liked American movies
better than their own and they have had an Americanizing effect that is
quite astonishing. The two countries have the same favorites in authors as
well as movie stars, and, even more that contemporary writing, the great
heritage of English literature, our common possession of Chaucer and
Shakespeare and Keats, binds the two nations.
It is the England that I am speaking of now that is the important one. The
great British Empire is Americas natural ally, as I have said. It is the Empire
whose fleet keeps the Mediterranean from being a Fascist lake or the
Japanese out of the Dutch East Indies, that, until now, rightly or not, has
kept the world safe and tremendously advantageous to the great industrial
nations of England and America. The loss of this Britain would be a
catastrophic thing. Yet even more terrible to the English-speaking world
would be the loss, practically the shearing away, of a great bulk of its
civilization, both potential and real. It would not be England that would be
lost in that case, but a vital section from the body of the English-speaking
world.
My American friends have written me of their regret at the bomb-hits on
Buckingham Palace and the destruction of historical landmarks. I have a
feeling that those things are more symbolic than real. It is sad to lose them,
and, to Americans, they are vivid examples. But the real tragic landscapes
are the Universities, almost deserted by a whole generation, many of whom
will not return, and even more tragical, the idea of them closed forever, or
doling out a kind of "safe" learning not intended to anger German conquerors.
So long as the English newspapers can criticize the government, so long as
debates are held in Parliament, it will not be hard for free political institu
tions to remain in the United States. But the moment a Nazi guard takes
over the House of Commons and the moment free debate is dead in
England, then it will begin to die in the United States. America will use Sup
pression to fight Suppression and fire to fight fire.
It seems to me that the great American delusion is a false idea of
geography. Your isolationists point to the position of America, moated on
both sides by the two great oceans. They forget that it is difficult but not im
possible to wage a war far from home. Alexander the Great attacked India
with an army smaller than 30,000 men and England has fought successful
wars half-way around the world.
It would be dangerous for America to adopt England's historical attitude,
which has also been one of isolation, until the European power then in the
process of conquest-Napoleon or Hitler-became strong enough to
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challenge England herself. Then she has had to win the war by herself, and
in the same way America will, for the challenge is inevitable.
Another dangerous illusion of many of the Americans I have talked with
is that a long war produces exhaustion. That is entirely false. If Germany
should win this war, she would be four times stronger than at the beginning.
All the industry of Europe would be massed in her favor. America should
not be blind to this.
In this article, I am afraid I have rehearsed many well-known arguments
which Americans are aware of themselves. Yet I am trying to point out a
fallacious way of thinking that England has had and has suffered for already.
Countries like ours should think of themselves as the center of a system of
strong alliances, alliances strong enough to keep the peace. But when we
watch our alliances crumble, as England did, Czechoslovakia and Poland
without supporting them, we must be ready to fight a war for existence
soon. America's greatest natural ally is England. These are obvious things,
but sometimes obvious things must be said over and over, and even then
they may be listened to almost too late. Mr. Churchill found that true.

May '41
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William Carlos Williams

Dr. Williams Cocks A Snook
I \IERE is no question in my mind but that we in America are, boldly
J. speaking, the only real enemies to all Europe. We have always been
Europe's cow. We are rich in material resources and poor in culture.
I'm going to have to disregard form from now on and plunge in helter
skelter: You remember Butler's, O God, O Montreal! The scorn, the con
tempt there is in that is the basic view of America which, at heart, make the
Englishman, the Frenchman and the German brothers. You can find it in
Priestly (to dig in the garbage) and you can find it in Moore and many and
many another. They are civilized. We are barbarians-and shall always be so
to them. When the war is over we shall be blamed for it all, as we were after
the last one.
Should this stop us now? No. We are as much creatures of doom as they
are. But they are merely working out their cataclysmic fate, their Europe's
culture which, whether or not you like German violence, is typically
European. It is their historic battle. It lead to a characteristic evolution of
the arts and the sciences, it is a battle for leadership. The stuff the pseudophilosophers and historians talk about the end of this period or that era
makes me sick. It is perfectly normal European history that is taking place
there. It is truly the workings of that culture. They love it, all of them. They
believe in it. They will claim it as their right as they will base all their virtues
on it until the end of time (which ain't coming next year).
But we are, to them, interlopers. We disturb their balance. We spoil their
fight. We are not civilized and do not in the least understand what civiliza
tion is. We call it "rotten," "corrupt" and all the other epithets. We don't
know what we are talking about. We speak in positivist terms: they have
ceased to do that for many generations. They will turn on us and we shall
not know what they are thinking. To them language is a weapon, a means
for winning, for having their way. It also has its truth in that but we don't
know it. For us language is still a barrel of apples.
All this is badly expressed. What I want to stick to is that America is, in
the European sense, uncultured. We are crude. But especially we don't
know anything about language-unless it's the CIO that is teaching us.
We should never send an expeditionary force to Europe. It would be an
imbecility to do so because it would have no meaning. The only meaning it
could possibly have would be if we sent an army over to fight ALL
22

Europe-not just one side. I'm for fighting, completely-but only if a design
for it could be developed. The only meaning Europe could respect from us
would be an American dialectic-because we have set ourselves to subjugate
Europe civilization and set up our own. But this is insane. Therefore let us
do what we're doing with a purely American motive, defense of our
own-on a full philosophic basis of opposition to European civilization in
general.

May '41
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Robie Macauley '41

Sed Neque Cefitauvi Fucvuut
T"E mormng had a smel1- a feel, taste, sound, look to it. Not good ones
1 ey made her feel as she did when she got back an arithmetic paper
u of red xs^Inside her mouth the morning was orange-juice, scrambledegg sourness. The smell of it in her nose was like damp heavy rugs that had

laid for a long long time in an old home. Under her hand was the cold
stone the top of the garden bench, wet with dew and rough, but neither
rough enough nor smooth enough.
The way a neglected garden looks on the first day of October when you
are thirteen, staying with an aunt in the country. That was the look of it to
her. One scattered gravel path ran around the small, dry, concrete fishpond
in the center and led to here, the wet cement bench cast in a mould and
painted green. Then some lilac bushes along it, then three dug-up beds for
flowers Then it ran blindly up to the grape-trellises, made of iron pipe, rus
ty and slanting. The pasture was beyond that; the sun was above its frosty
If anybody came out of the house now, he would say to her, Lonesome'
Lvery one of
. them said that to her and it was usually true, but the feeling
c
came after the word. Why they said what they said was strange to her She
felt that she owed them some obligation, something not expressed Her
aunt, early ,n the summer, had tried to teach her about the garden birds
She could never find a reason for it, a reason why birds should have names
or why she should learn them, and the lessons stopped. Things were always
that way. The people were far off, foreign.
She dried her hand on her skirt and looked down at her bare legs. They
were narrow and straight, showing triangular at the ankle. Curly pale
blonde hairs covered them with a glitter like the frost on the field.
She looked up at the house. In the bay window, with her back to her was
the woman. She could not help thinking of her as the woman first, but she
knew ,, was wicked, it was her own aunt. She stood up and walked toward
the house to see what she was doing. A late blue flower with thick, limp
petals hung over the pathway. Carefully she walked around it.
I k thce/°0m HJCr aUnt WaS PrcParing for a lunch for some women, a card
club. She stood a few feet from the window looking in at her. She
wondered why she was doing it. No one had ever told her why people
played cards, she remembered.
24

Someone called her. Her Uncle Charles was standing in the driveway that
ran alongside the garden.
"Do you want to go with me to the market?" he said, opening the large
garage door.
She was grateful for any suggestion that would take her away from here.
She nodded and ran across the gravel walk and stepped carefully over a
flowerbed. When she got in the car, she saw her cousin Bobby in the back
seat. He was four years old and his dirty face and his clumsiness disgusted
her. She sat still and said nothing while the car turned out into the gravel
and moved down the hill toward the highway. They came to the market in
a little while, but it was not open as she had thought. There was only a wide
field on one side of the road, littered with boards and pieces of canvas and
newspaper here and there. Down the road were a few white buildings. The
land on all sides was perfectly flat.
Her uncle got out and looked at a piece of ground marked by three
stakes. Then he walked toward the buildings, which were down the road a
hundred yards.
She sat in the car for a long time and nothing stirred. Finally, a truck
drove by going east. Then a few more cars passed either way, but she saw
nothing else.
She sat there thinking of nothing, her sight lost in the vacuous, gray sky
over the flat, disordered field by the roadside. She was slumped in the seat,
her hand resting on the gearshift knob.
In the background were more noises of cars now and then, passing. Sud
denly two did not pass. She heard a jerk and a twisting noise, wheels brak
ing and the rubber swerving on damp concrete. Glass and metal noises rang
together as she jumped to see.
Two cars, broken and shaking from the collision, stood close together on
the other side of the road. A long blue car was almost at right angles to the
road, its fenders smashed, a thin smoke rising from the hood. A fat woman
with thin legs and a green linen dress was opening the door on this side,
slowly, with much care, making her way out of the car.
Backed by the impact, four yards away and parallel to the pavement was
the Ford car, old and unfashionable. Its front was broken and dented, with
headlights gone and radiators crumpled; down from its doors on all sides, is
suing into the road with quickness, were several women.
She forgot the cars in looking at them. They looked quite alike, each like
the other. Skirts halted their descent from the car in various awkward con
strictions. When they reached the ground, their absurdly high heels made
them trip on the gravel and the ruts their car had left in sliding. They were
all similar. The ones on this side, three of them, had the same thin legs
covered with silk, the same kind of straight, narrow bodies, the uncurving
arms that ran from thin shoulders. The dresses that covered them were soft
25
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and merely covered without decoration, though they were of respectable
fashion. Their faces were narrow. Their lips were too red. All of them had
the same thin, outthrust nose and the same black hair. She noticed all these
things holding her breath.
They moved forward and gathered to talk to the other woman. Their
movements were queer and hindered, their arms swung in strange ways.
She caught her hands together and saw that she had sunk down in the seat
until she was nearly hidden. She had an unusual fear that one of them
would come over to speak to her. She trembled a little and knocked her
knees hard together. All about those people was the immense, unfilled sky
and flat countryside. They seemed to mean something.
One of them, one in a blue dress, picked up a license-plate and tried to
straighten it. She felt great sympathy with the way he stood and the way he
moved his hands.
The figures were very much clearer to her then and she felt an intense sor
row that their car had been wrecked. She wanted to speak to them. She was
afraid, trembling that she might open the door, walk out, go over to them
and say something. What would there be that she could say? She suppressed
her thoughts, gripping the lower part of the wheel tightly.
Almost as if she would, she looked back at the child sleeping. Then she
looked at the scene again and saw one of them getting into the front seat of
the car. She saw the bony line of the buttocks, the thin, gloved hand. The
one in the blue dress was coming over to her.
She watched him come from behind the car and walk towards her. She
sat still, thinking of nothing else to do, breathing in gulps. She saw him
clearly as he grew larger. The brittle, black hair was held by the small, felt
woman's hat with a brim. The shining ear lobes showed through it. The
smooth, white forehead was crossed by two perfect arcs of thin, planned
eyebrow. The eyes were heavy and black, richly-lashed. The thin nose moved as it breathed above the drawn, curved lips. On the sharp chin, a small,
red razor mark slowly came into focus.
She felt that she would stop breathing if he came nearer. She could not
scream. She had one move. When he touched the car, she would crush her
hand on the horn button. One thing to do; but it might stop him. She stop
ped breathing as the face advanced.
But in one moment before the hand touched the car or the face the glass,
he turned away, back; she did not know why.
But she sat in her seat breathing very much, enjoying breathing and look
ing with joy at the back, moving away. She knew that there was nothing
more she wanted to do than have him speak to her and she speak back. It
would change worlds.
Then she saw in the roadway far down by the cluster of board market
buildings, her uncle walking slowly toward her, dressed in his grey coveralls.
June '41

Ezra Pound

Siena as from Rapallo
via Marsala 12/5
HIKA/herewith copy of letter sent to Dr. Williams of Rutherford.
yrs E. Pound
Dear Bull
What no one seems to remember is the DAMage done England during
the Napoleonic wars by simply being cut off from ALL contemporary
thought/ same goes for the U.S. now/ I note it in Hika and other
magazines. Not only gross ignorance of Irish thought on the Axis side of the
line/ which side manifestly increases almost hourly/ BUT gross ignorance
of Irish thought/ and of English thought of the past 40 years. They have
heard of Douglas because I TOLD em 2 3 years ago or 21 years or 20 or
whenever/ BUT they are bone ignorant of 20 years English thought on
guilds that preceded it. Same for distributism, so far as any of the mag/ I
have seen. Take Blacam's Sinn Fein, pub/ 1921/ a whole phase of thought
IGnored/ whole masses of geo-political thought ignored/ the Acad of Soc/
and Pol/ is ham IGnorant./ even Bolchevism was not discussed/ basic fact
that NO one was really communist/ not in Europe or the U.S./ but the
capitalists did not open their papers to serious analysis of communism/ The
whole Occident wants homesteads/ or an equivalent/ plus defence of pur
chasing power of labour/ espec/ agricultural. What is sense of Hika giving
only one side?/ The opposition that you indicate is TIME LAG/ or at least
you better figure out how far there is ANY real opposition and how far it is
Time lag and NOWT BUI time lag.
Communism/ and various other manifestations mere atavism to nomad
ment ality. oh hell/ NO real knowledge of Frobenius or anything else in the
U.S.A.

y.
EZRA POUND
I?
October '41
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John Crowe Ransom

All Verse Is Not Poetry
I 'wo Latinists, not three, are in this issue. (An issue whose Latinity is
X evidence of a truly audacious Editorial Mind; or a complaisant
Business Manager with an earned surplus already in the bank; or perhaps,
for this possibility must be considered, of the most elite public patronage
ever had by a literary journal anywhere.) I have no classical references; I was
exposed to a classical education and in fact, as it turned out, over-exposed;
after a little Latin teaching I switched suddenly to English as a language in
which I thought I would be better whether for reading or for writing, and
soon my Latin and Greek washed out — before they had done me perma
nent good, or permanent harm. And now I have been shown Dr. Santee's
Latin poems, and his long paper on Latin poetry, though not Mr. Miller's
paper on translation, and told to continue the discussion.
Dr. Santee makes it easier for me by theorizing on Latin poetry in the
light of its contrast with English poetry, and challenging some heresies of
mine about English poetry. I will therefore simply go along for a proper
length of time picking at his arguments, in the illusion that gradually I shall
be erasing his doctrine and building up in its place the True Doctrine. But
this paper is secondary to his paper, and will not make sense except in con
nection with that; and necessarily it will have little interest for Latinists, be
ing a plain English paper, and a good paper for this journal's erudite clientele
to skip. I begin with the English version of poetry, where I have a slight pro
fessional advantage over Dr. Santee, and come later to the Latin, where his
advantage is overwhelming.
Dr. Santee is wrong in supposing I was looking for some magic "essence"
which would define poetic language, and stumbled by accident somewhere
on non-scientific language, and decided to identify the two. As far back as I
can remember thinking I have thought that poetry was precisely this nonscientific language, and my difficulty has been in trying to define what sort
of language this could be. The only definitions we have are of scientific
language; it is the only kind of language which in theory can exist. Any
piece of discourse, as grammarians and logicians regard it, is scientific
discourse. There is one kind of discourse, it is said; though naturally th ere
may be degrees of more and less in the mastery of it, in the perfection of the
finished product. There is one kind of knowledge, we are told. Yet poetry
exists, and sometimes it even flourishes and receives honor. There never was
another popular and distinct order of existence so absolutely without benefit
28

of theory; the only theory there is proves that it does not exist. Poetry does
not satisfy the grammarians, the logicians, the scientists, though they may
be persons too nice to point out its deficiencies. The fact that they do not
tear into it invariably does not mean that they could not if they would.
They could easily show how loose, ill-connected, repetitive, the poetic
discourse is by the scientific standard; they could also take out great gobs or
lumps of foreign and indigestible materials which do not by scientific prin
ciples belong there. Poetry is an irregular boot-legged kind of discourse; and
like other articles of illicit manufacture apt to be very inferior to the
legitimate article. I can easily imagine a great educational effort along na
tional lines which would set about to kill the trade in the adulterated and
pirated article which is poetry. It is high time therefore to analyze it, and see
if the popular demand for it does not mean that it possesses ingredients and
qualities not known in the regular commercial product; to find a place for
poetic discourse as such; to make its production respectable and safe on the
ground that we must not go without it.
According to Dr. Santee, poetry is a determinate discourse—which means
a logical, regular, or scientific discourse —put into meters, and that is all
there is to it. I do not think this idea will stand up. But only patient and in
tensive analysis of poetic discourse will tell. That is a new project, not really
undertaken in the past, and now capable of a kind of study not possible
before, because we are just beginning to be equipped with proper linguistic
tools.
Dr. Santee asks, Why shouldn't we take the "Thirty days" jingle as poetry
though it has obvious scientific content and purpose? It has both meaning
and meter. It goes,
Thirty days hath September,
April, June, and November;
which is enough to quote here; the rest of it is both less precise as statement
and lamer as meter. But the fact is that we dont call this poetry, we call it
verse. What is metered is always verse, but it is not necessarily poetry. We
have requirements that verse must meet before we will call it poetry. If Dr.
Santee would use two categories to take care of what is metered, verse as
well as poetry, I imagine we might not have much difference of opinion as
to which was which. Here the scientific quality of the verse is poor. The
poet had to give the 30-day months in the wrong logical order to obtain his
rhyme; very sloppy. The rigorous scientific version would have been:
Thirty days hath April, June,
September, November .
but in the second line the meter perishes, not to mention the rhyme. In my
observation a rigorous scientific discourse never in the world falls into a sus29
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tained meter; never in English at least, though Dr. Santee intimates that it
does in Latin. I examined a hundred passages just now from Bryce's
American Commonwealth, a book of clean business-like writing, and I did
not once find two blank verse lines together. I am forced to conclude that it
is not natural to put our thoughts in blank verse, though Dr. Santee says it is
easy.
Here we see what happens to a good prose discourse when it is metered;
or at least we see what happens first to it, though I believe we would never
see from this instance what might happen then to it. It has to put up with
second-best and inaccurate locutions; it loses caste rapidly as a specimen of
logic and science. And if that is all that happens to it, we might well discuss
the question of whether the game is worth the candle. It becomes indeed a
sort of game; it takes some verbal ingenuity, like crossword puzzles; and
sometimes there is a place for some wit. But that is trifling; and the world of
poetry does not at this stage come into view.
But presently a second thing happens; it is just barely possible that it could
happen even here, on the poetic occasion we are discussing. A poet, not a
mere versifier, is working on it. In his hands a new, an utterly foreign and
non-scientific element finds its way in, though theory is not prepared to
name it. Thus:
Thirty days hath April, June,
September, and the fog-drenched moon
Of spent November. . . .
I break off" here in great confusion; this is getting in very deep. What is
working now, though doubtless at some low-grade intensity, is what we call
loosely the poetic imagination: a great and positive force.
I think the great poet would break off here too. He would say that the
systematic recital of the periods of the month does not make a good "sub
ject for a poem. Probably the intention of the discourse in this instance is
too practical, and the poet retires from the field; or he consents to be the
versifier only, and puts up a mnemonic jingle that will be good for little boys
in grade schools; he is not in competition with science. The discourse on
which he really lets himself go is probably not of great practical moment as
science, and the imprecision which is going to be visited upon it will spoil no
big science and hurt nobody's feelings. Nobody has made verse of the
Binomial Theorem, I think, and the mathematicians would rightly refuse to
stand for it if it were tried. But not yet, in the low state of our poetic
theory, do we have any achieved study even of the characteristic topics of
discourse which poets have found eligible for their treatment.
But I have introduced the poet now, above, in a not too brilliant moment
of his career which will do for illustration. He has at least discovered a fog in
the sky, a moon, and a tired autumn landscape, all under the heading of
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November. That is more than a great many writers can do, habituated as
they are to the logical or scientific order of discourse only. The items have
nothing in the world to do with the original fact that the given month has
30 rather than 31 or 28 days. They refer to what is called the "total con
notation" of the object November. They are energetic natural items rising
up as if in protest against the scientific rigor which would suppress them in
order to hold November strictly to its business within the discourse. And I
believe that great poetic passages occur or shape themselves just as this one
does, by getting momentarily clean out of the bounds of the scientific
discourse; granting that this is only the humblest instance of the p rocess.
I will generalize: The object of poetry is to pierce through the surface of
natural objects and events to which any given scientific discourse must limit
its attention, and bring to observation the depth or substantival quality of
nature; the effect is a very ambitious one, like adding another dimension to
discourse. Again: On the negative or debit side of the ledger poetry can only
impair the logic of a discourse that might have been perfectly or scientifical
ly performed; but, on the positive side, it enriches the discourse by its im
portations, and immeasurably. And: The first moment of poetic composi
tion belongs to the versifier, who accomplishes a meter at the expense of the
logic; but the second moment belongs to the poet, whose imagination adds
to the content.
Dr. Santee seems to have a more stubborn hold on some of the essentials
of poetic theory than any writer I know; and of all men he has the least
wishy-washy mind. But I think he does not appreciate fully the messiness
that the poet puts upon the discourse of science; one of the functions of the
meter is to be so emphatic and so right as to conceal from us the thing it has
done to the meaning. But especially, and this is far more important, I think
he does not appreciate what is contributed by the poets imagination.
Now more briefly for the Latin poetry. He remarks very precisely, and I
am sure corre ctly, that the minimum requirements for "determinate meaning" in Latin verse are much higher than in English. He means that the
Romans would not tolerate so much of that negative impairment of logic to
which the poets in our language have conditioned us; and he shows that
they did not have to tinker so much with changing the Latin words, they
could manage by shifting the order of the words around. I wish he would
devote his analytic powers to showing not only how far the Latin poet
could tinker with his primary logic, but also how much bold foreign meaning he was allowed to import with his imagination. It is fundamentally for
his failure to give any idea of the contribution of the imagination that I find
fault with Dr. Santee's aesthetic. The nearest he comes to it is in noting
some strangeness in certain English poets, like Moore, which could with
difficulty be translated into Latin, but which the Romans would have liked
if they could have had it; and Dr. Santee likes it. This strangeness is what
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would be completely missing in "Thirty days." If it is not classical it must be
"romantic," and Dr. Santee calls it that. But the safer and more adequate
name for it would be imaginative, and it would have many manifestations in
Latin poetry though perhaps not one precisely like Moore's. Like any man
who went through the mill of a classical education of sorts, I like to think
that when a Latin poetry was good it "had everything." I feel like rising up in
indignation when Dr. Santee says that any logical Latin discourse whatever,
provided it was metered, was poetry. But he does add that it was not
necessarily good poetry.
There are two specific points I would take up with him, with all respect to
his learning and his taste, both of which I esteem. First about that passage in
Lucretius, which is science because it is as scientific as any other relic of
Roman discourse, a matter of physics, and also poetic because it is metered.
Is it not very urgent that we take into consideration the fact that what rated
as scientific discourse for the Romans would almost inevitably rate shoddy
with the moderns? Ours is the Age of Science. This means, as much as it
means anything, that now, for the first time in human history, we have
perfected language as a scientific instrument. Our scientific discourse knows
how to be absolutely coherent with itself. Furthermore, it knows how to ex
clude every irrelevance, all the "extraneous connotation," that might in an
old-fashioned language have clung to the terms. If any terms are unruly our
scientist replaces them by brand-new terms which will be perfectly inert and
stay in place. The Romans could not do that. When we require a new tech
nical term, it is true that we make it out of a Latin word, if we do not make
it out of a Greek word; but it is ironical to reflect that probably the word in
Latin was the name of a concrete and energetic object, with the most
powerful connotations. Latin was poorly equipped with an abstract
vocabulary, though better off than Greek. The result must have been that
the connotations were constantly irrupting into scientific discourse. And as
a corollary consideration I wish Dr. Santee would think about this:
Whether the English-speaking reader of Latin, and of its "scientists" like
Lucretius, is not disposed to read it more abstractly, more scientifically, than
it was meant; just because he has been conditioned to regard latinistic words
as abstract ones, and Latin words are very much like latinistic words; not
stopping to remember that the originals must have had very different
linguistic functions from those of the derivatives which we use.
Second, and finally, I think we could restore to Latin poetry the credit for
much imaginative or non-scientific power if we would only analyze the
effect of the tropes, the figures of speech. Here is another place where poetic
theory is shamefully defective. Neither for Latin nor for English has the
linguistic intention of the tropes been analyzed, so far as I know. Yet
rhetoric, which has studied the tropes to the extent of distinguishing and
naming them, is one of the purest of classical studies to have had survival,
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and it survives till at least far in the nineteenth century; and all of the names
of the tropes which are not Greek are Latin. Oxymoron, simile, hyperbole,
synecdoche, metaphor: I cannot easily believe that these were intended to
carry on the business and science and law of the Romans. Are they in the
Institutes of Gaius, or the Code of Justinian? But even if they are nearly
eve rywhere in the Latin prose that has survived it does not prove that
Roman poetry was prosy, but that Roman prose was poetical; meters or no
meters. If they appeared in the prose, they must have appeared in tenfold
frequency and strength in the poetry. I still have my old sense of brilliant
effects, effects of the creative imagination, that focus in the towering tropes
of Virgil; and I might even quote a little if I dared to quote from a mere
Aeneid in the fast company I am keeping now. These effects are not the
features of any determinate discourse.
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David Posner '43

Revelation
When the spaded hound of man's fatigue howls loud,
It curses the wild expenditure, lost heat;
It bays from the woods, bays the inscrutable voice
That would not guide it through the savage chase.
0 if Heaven were half a lady, she would lower her eyes,
And either punish these dogged gentlemen
With an answer; or take their vows and flowers gracefully,
Sweet as an actress with a clever sponsor.
But only water leads to the house of my mistress;
She will not comfort me when my walls crash down.
For all her beauty, I fear she is very mortal:
What she could be, she has grown weary of being.
1 stand on the bare-swept aisles of the earth; and hear
The social trees that tell me to go home.

January '42
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George Lanning '52

Aunt Sarna
* I *HE clear saffron evening light reached only tentatively into the room. The
JL visitors from across the Lake, standing loosely around the old woman
in the chair, loomed up into an upper darkness that was like the twilight
that floats imprisoned in a crystal. The visitors seemed gigantic, overwhelm
ing, out of proportion to the creature in the chair and to the small room:
figures, larger than life as she knew it, removed here from some other time,
some harsher sphere. She was quite extinguished by them, a candle gutted.
The saffron light trailed onto the floor and drooped there, succumbing as it
touched her chair.
She was very small; she was ninety; she might be more.
"Mother won't let us talk about her age," said Eunice.
The visitors nodded, smiled. This was a fiction, not even very polite.
Mother was past caring, they thought; mother was not sensitive, mother
was insensible. Indeed, was not their pilgrimage to this Canadian house —for
"pilgrimage" was the occurred word —seen by them as the dispensation of a
sacrament: the extreme unction of their approval that she had upheld until
now what, in a comfortable platitude, they called a way of life, which now,
with her, might be seen to be dying?
But they said, as they had said on their last visit two years ago, How are you,
Aunt Sarna?" And, to Eunice: "She looks well."
Eunice frowned and made the slightest of negative motions with her head. Oh,
mother's feeling grand."
Mother stirred, shifting her hands beneath the quilt that lay across her lap.
Mother spoke, but indistinctly. They did not understand. Eunice bent over the
chair and rearranged the covering, and the saffron light gathered its fragile
strength and leapt from the room. In the sudden night Eunice turned and pulled
the chain on a floorlamp beside the old woman's chair.
"The evenings are so long," she murmured. "You hardly need a light. Right to
bed when it's dark. The chickens aren't shut in," she said. She brought ashtrays, ad
justed chairs. "I won't be a minute."
She went out through the screen door, shutting them in the shabby farmhouse
parlor. The women settled on the twin black leather couches (which they rode
precariously, like inexpert horsemen); the men scattered to the painted wooden
rockers. They heard Eunice in the yard, shooing the chickens into the roost. The old
woman's lips moved, and one of the men leaned toward her. "Thats right, Aunt
Sarna."
35
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Aunt Sarna appeared unconscious of her audience; blunt, inexorable, her
ignorance struck them down. They were silent.
The floorlamp shed a meagre light that lapped across their knees, glanced
down the bevel of a diamond, slid along a fingernail, fled through the
humped-up crystal of a watch. The light dropped straight on the quilt, a
white quilt with brilliant hoops of green and yellow and pink, double wed
ding ring. The hoops welded the quilt together, welded the old woman mo
tionless into her chair. The visitors had become spectators at a pantomime
in which the actress had forgot her gestures. It was distressing. And those
hoops: they were quivering with life, coiling and writhing as the hands moved
directionless beneath them. The quilt was frayed; some of the squares had
split; there were stains. "It was on their bed," Eunice had explained. "She
don't want any other. I guess it makes her feel closer to pa."
The quilt slipped, slid, had to be put back; and the memory of th e man
who had lain under it at her side-had the memory slipped, too? The
visitors looked, and waited.
Eunice came back. Well, mother, she shouted, did you have a nice visit
with the folks?"
The coils lurched, struck, subsided at Aunt Sarna's feet. "Slippery as an
eel," said Eunice irritably. (The visitors knew she meant the quilt.)
"That's a pretty dress," said one of the women.
(Aunt Sarna muttered; her hands moved questing along her thighs with a
terrible, aimless intensity.)
Eunice nodded. Pa always liked her in purple. She wears her purple
every Sunday." She covered her mother again. "Pa always liked you in pur
ple," she said.
The women talked about their last visit. "Two years," said Eunice. "It
seems-" She frowned. She hesitated. "It seems-" she said, not knowing
how, after all, it had seemed. "I guess I measure time by mother."
She spoke, they thought, from within an hallucination which, over a, for
her, measureless period, had cocooned her senses, walled them up, and her
sensibility. She seemed to them a prisoner of her hallucination, and her
mother, too, it might be. Like twin occupants of a snowstorm globe they
stood weightless in quiescent water, the snow crystals quite still, too,
beneath their feet, which anyhow had been unperturbed by the as yet unthought of depthlessness. The walls of this once-imposed, and, at some later
date, imposing hallucination rendered their world soundless, airless,
timeless, lit here and again by saffron light that dispelled no dark, but struck
only glissading hoops of color in the twilit water.
Now, as Eunice spoke, the ball shook; the visitors plucked it, trembled it,
examined, tilted it, and time entered through some smallest crack. Snow ed
died, bringing false light, rose, engulfed, would settle again, yes, but the bot
tom would be not shallow. Down the two might sink, the hallucinatory
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world closing traplike, their weightlessness turning to clay, into the
smothering snow. Or, after all, was the hallucination now imposing only?
The visitors suggested that two years was perhaps a long time, and
Eunice, finding once again some bearing, agreed that things had changed.
Two years ago mother had been spry as ever, and quick. They all laughed
when one of the visitors spoke of how the old lady'd carried on with a greatnephew. (He had come and sat beside her. She had snapped: "Young man,
you keep your hands to yourself.")
Eunice smiled wearily. "Mother likes a good joke." They thought the pre
sent indicative was another fiction.
But how that quilt shifted! It would survive them all, having served not
only Sarna and her husband but the men and women who had for genera
tions earlier perpetuated the house. It was signed and dated, worth, the
women thought, a good deal, though it was thready in spots, and faded. An
tique dealers — . Well, I might, Eunice conceded, looking at it speculatively,
after mother — .
But mother, the visitors agreed, had gone already; somewhere. They rose.
The women kissed Eunice, kissed Aunt Sarna. The quilt rustled, glided
away, and Aunt Sarna looked up. In the light her eyes glittered.
The visitors bustled out the door, noisy and patronizing. "You must get
over, Eunice," and, more softly, as if there were need for respect, since there
was none for discretion, "when you can."
The quilt lay in a heap on the floor. Eunice, out by the car, was hurrying
them off. In the quiet room the old woman reached out —toward the lamp?
toward the voices in the rimming night? Her hand trembled blindly on the
arm of the chair, dropped through space, grasped the chain.
The light went out.

Fall '49

E. L. Doctorow '52

Alvin
\ yl THILE he was squeezing the paste out and onto his toothbrush, Alvin
V V heard the screech. He couldn't look for it through the window,
because the windows where he lived faced only the fire escapes on the back
of another apartment house. So after he finished with his brushing, and got
his shoelaces tied and his orange juice drunk, and after he heard instructions
not to scrape his elbows or scuff his shoes, he hurried downstairs.
Outside, Alvin looked up and down the block. On the corner, next to the
subway stairs, the newsstand man was getting his papers ready for the peo
ple, who in a little while, would be coming out of the houses and going
down into the subway. Otherwise the street was empty. Alvin couldn't see
anything that might have made the screech.
He picked up an ice-cream stick that was lying on the sidewalk right next
to his feet, and balanced it on one finger after another.
Alvin liked this part of the day. It was not yet hot. Even though it was
already very sunny, it was still cool. Especially in the shade on his side of the
street. The coolness sort of made him itch all around his knees. Later the
shade would get smaller and disappear. Then it was hot and bright, and the
pavement burned when he touched it with his hand or kneeled on it. But
now, it was still cool.
He scratched his knees and all around them with the stick that he had
picked up. Then he decided to look for more sticks so that if the water
wagon came around, he could have a boat race right afterwards. During his
searching, he saw one of those black ants that run so fast, scoot down a
crack in the cement. By the time he came up to the fire hydrant around the
block, he had three sticks —none of them broken. And right up against the
curb, under the part of the hydrant that stuck out a little ways over the gut
ter, was Mrs. Markey's dog.
At first Alvin didn t know who it was. There was just some reddish brown
hair that he saw. Then, when he leaned over the top of the hydrant, he
recognized that it was Buttons. Buttons liked Alvin. Once when Mrs.
Markey had to go away somewhere, she brought Buttons over to stay at his
house. He gave Buttons hamburger and graham crackers. Mrs. Markey said
that Buttons ate everything but dog biscuits. He never needed a leash either,
because he listened to whatever you told him. He was even able to go out
by himself. Whenever you patted him, he wagged his tail.
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Buttons' eyes were half out of his head. His whole body was flat. His rear
legs were twisted back and sticking up in the air. There was blood around
his nose and mouth, and where his paws were, it was all crushed.
Alvin straightened up and threw his ice-cream sticks into the gutter. He
stood a second, and then turned and ran as fast as he could around the cor
ner and all the way back to his house. When he came into the hall, he was
out of breath, and there was the mailman putting the mail into the boxes.
Because it was dark at the end of the hall, a little light was turned on so that
the mailman could see the names. Alvin stopped and watched him plunk the
letters into one box and then another. Usually, after the mailman left, Alvin
saw if anything was in their box: he'd go upstairs for the key if there was
something. Stair clumping was what Alvin liked to do. The up and down
part of each step was hollow, and so if you kicked it with your toe as you
walked up the flights, it made a clump sound. And it echoed way up to the
roof. But he was too hot in the hall, so he went outside again.
He looked around. The sidewalk had lines in it. He tried to keep from
stepping on the lines, but it didn't work, because he missed so many times.
He saw a bottle cap and started to use it as a checker, but it wouldnt
slide —it kept turning over. He kicked it away. Then for a while, he tried
spinning himself around very quickly till everything waved and tilted at him
and then settled. He sat down against the side of the house. His hands were
sticky.
The mailman came out of the front door and curved right into the next
one on the block. The sun was getting to be higher. A truck passed by.
After a while, Alvin got up and walked along. And soon he found himself
back where the dog was. He crouched down with his chin almost on his
knees and his hands holding his shoes. Buttons did have a funny walk. His
feet always clicked along very quickly and he could stop very suddenly to
smell something, and then without getting up a start, they would be clicking
along very quickly again.
He could smell Buttons' dog smell. When he used to pat Buttons, he had
always smelled that same smell on his hands. He reached out and touched
him. The hair felt damp. He touched Buttons' nose. It wasnt cold as it
should be. Buttons really used to sneeze—just like a person —when you rub
bed his nose. It probably made him itch. After Alvin pulled his hand away,
his finger had a little wet smear of red on it. He wiped it off on his shirt.
When he rubbed his mouth, some of the sweat from his hand got on his lips
and tasted salty. Crouched up like he was, he heard himself breathing, and
he could smell his own skin. He used to like to feel the inside of Buttons
ears. They were pink on the inside and it was warm and very fuzzy and soft.
He moved forward, put his feet over the sidewalk, and sat down on the
curb. He didn't feel like doing anything.
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The sun was very yellow. There was nothing in the sky. It was just blue.
A woman wheeled a baby carriage back and forth in front of the house
across the street. Some windows in the houses were open, and there were
pillows and cushions out on a lot of the fire escapes. Down the block, the
janitor was hosing the small hedges that were right under the ground floor
windows. Once in a while, the sun caught in a window pane and flashed for
a moment. Everything was very still.
He sat there for a long time. Finally, he got up. Mrs. Markey was pro
bably not in her house now, because she worked, so he walked towards his
house. He didn't go in the front door. He went down the alley to the side
entrance, and into the cellar. It was dark in the cellar, and it smelled musty.
He knew where the super always kept a big pile of old newspapers. When
he found it, he took some off and walked out again. Then he headed back
to where he sat.
It was really hot. Now was when you could make dents in the gutter by
kicking down with your heel, because the sun made the tar so soft. When
he reached the hydrant, he put the papers down, and spread them out.
Then he took some of them and stepped into the gutter, and slid them and
pushed them till they were under Buttons. After that, he took the rest of the
papers and put them on top of Buttons. Now there was a big bump under
the papers. It looked like somebody under the covers. Alvin got down on
his knees and folded and rolled the corners so that it became sort of like a
bag. Then, very carefully, he lifted Buttons up. It wasn't heavy at all. There
was a wet spot where Buttons had been lying.
Holding the bundle carefully in front of him, Alvin began to walk to that
cm pty lot that was on the same street as the grocery store. He used to play
there sometimes. It was about three blocks away, and when he was almost
there, the newspaper began to get wet and some of it got on his hands. The
lot was all grown with weeds and it had old tin cans and other things like
that lying around.
Alvin walked to the middle of the lot, and there, right among some junk
and a rubber tire and some garbage, he put Buttons down. He rubbed his
hands dry in the dirt. Then he ran out onto the sidewalk and started home.
When he reached his house he felt much better. He climbed upstairs. It was
probably almost time for lunch.
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James Wright '52

The Poems of Wilfred Owen
THE POEMS OF WILFRED OWEN: New Directions, 1949, $1.50.
The publication this fall of Wilfred Owen's verses is both a delight and a
disappointment to the student of his work. The delight, of course, arises
from one's finding again available a collection of distinguished pieces whose
polish and finality have already won them choice positions among good an
thologies. However, the present edition is disappointing, simply because it is
identical, page for page, with its predecessor. In 1929 a short selection of
Owen's poems was published in England, with an introduction by his friend
Siegfried Sassoon. In 1931 a larger selection, edited by Edmund Blunden
and published by the Viking Press, was called the 'complete' edition. Yet
Blunden himself pointed out specifically in his Memoir of Owen that '. . .
there survives ... a quantity of manuscript by Owen, which he had no
leisure to organize. Much of it represents the early period of his enthusiasm
for poetry, when he was finding his own way to the secrets of style. . . .' Re
cent studies in the work of another interesting experimentalist, G. M.
Hopkins, indicate the value to the student which such 'early' poetry can
offer. Surely someone in England or America has access to these valuable
experiments of Owen's; a larger, more definitive edition of his work should
have been in order.
The poems which appear are, of course, welcome. Owen was contem
porary with that prodigious group of young English poets who called
themselves 'Georgians'; and yet his only connection with them lay in their
simultaneously fighting, and often being killed, in the same war. For while
Sassoon, Brooke, and the rest were complaining about war, or expressing
pleasure in it, through their often musical, but also thin, verses, Owen was
earnestly reading critically through the works of Yeats, Keats, and others;
and the profit he derived from the study of these heavier poets can be found
abundantly in his best lines. It is most curious to observe that Owen ap
peared at his best as a poet when he was farthest from propagandizing; even
though he intended, by his own admission, to use poetry as a device by
which he might satirize war, and thus help to do away with it. He extrava
gantly admired his gifted friend Sassoon, and often tried to follow the
latter's example of bitter, eager satire. But one can easily find, scattered
throughout Owen's war verses, examples of a more controlled and profound
talent than any Sassoon ever seems to have possessed. Consider, for exam4i
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pie, the following bit of metrical experimentation, taken from 'The Roads
Also':
"Though their own children cry for them in tears,
Women weep but hear no sound upstairs.
They believe in loves they had not lived
And in passion past the reach of the stairs
To the world's towers or stars.'
These images are lucid and appropriately chosen. This metre is naturally
rhythmical, and yet almost defies analysis. It is a brilliantly original, and
therefore promising, poem. Compare it with what Rupert Brooke, the most
notorious of the war poets, was doing during the same generation:
'Blow, bugles, blow! They brought us, for our dearth,
Holiness, lacked so long, and Love, and Pain.
Honor has come back, as a king, to earth,
And paid his subjects with a royal wage;
And nobleness walks in our ways again;
And we have come into our heritage.'
Poor Brooke's sincerely written verse is, in the light of subsequent historical
events, almost fit for parody. But the point is that Owen, even while writing
on themes more mature and restrained than anything Brooke and the rest
ever dreamed of, was also writing about them in a manner far richer than
theirs. For this reason, as stated before, his best pieces can stand, without
shame, in good anthologies, beside the work of poets as mature and original
as Yeats and Hardy.
,
It goes without saying that Owen himself never got half a chance to
mature. He was dead in his twenty-fifth year. However, lamentation over
the brevity of his life is a waste of time, as vain as equivalent sobbing over
the early death of his distinguished predecessor Keats. The fact to be con
sidered is that New Directions, although not quite satisfactorily, has
brought out a new edition of Owen's poems. This present edition may call
forth another and more nearly complete one. It should.

&
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James Wright '52

Vision and Elegy
'Lieblos und ohne Gott! der Weg ist schaurig,
Der Zugwind in den Gassen kalt; und du?
Die ganze Welt ist zum Verzweifeln traurig.'
(Lenau)
I went nearby the lake almost at dark.
Little sharp flames of rain had made their mark
On ashy pyres of leaves built rather high,
For such a frail construction, in the sky
Of evening, possibly two feet or so;
And near the locust bushes down below
The lake and farther down from the bare house,
The grasses stirred to let a kitten pass
And probe for mice. I found remains of those
Mice whom the storm had left: small bones of rose,
Bits of pink flesh, fragments of rodent fur,
Quivering balefully underneath the whir
Of wind that lopped leaves' heads into the brook
Feeding the lake. The mist bothered my book,
Along with troubling my straining eyes.
The small adversity had made me wise
To seek across the poems in my hand,
Before the dissolution of the light;
And quiet I stood on the small spread of land,
Whose only moisture was the mist of night,
And tiny spitting shafts of slanted rain
Fired from the bows of gods hid in soft clouds.
I touched the pages and began again
To chant the quiet music of the gods
In German, something about little death,
And how he would not lug a heavy sword
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To stab my throat as though it were a sheath;
How he was only bearer of a word
I knew once as a child, but had forgotten,
Along with the rich odor of the rotten
Apples that used to knit the veils of autumn
In hollows of my life; how down the bottom
Below a mill of my acquaintance I
Would now and then watch a brown dryad die
Among the corpses of dark wind-clawed trees,
As though to die were nothing but the last
Breath one may take, or else the final note
Of a string work one builds upon the past,
Whose resolution's the exhaling throat.
The Rilke poems died away like these.
A breeze's prow went carving through the lake,
And then though wide awake I closed my eyes,
A final glance at poetry to take.
Yet suddenly the lake became a sea,
My easy Warnock wind a storm-bruised free
Gust over water, and the pebbles at my feet,
Great boulders riding a huge continent,
Among whose shoals blind shells made distant moans
That finally converged on smaller stones,
And then receded as the waves withdrew
Seaward with the late calling of one crow.
I climbed the crumbling stones upon that coast,
And saw the mist withdrawing like a ghost
Who flees a hollow room. The spot I made
Was built like an unnatural colonnade
Set before architraves of granite hacked
And smoothed and by dark splatters of rain blacked.
The wind wiped long loose fringes of foam away
From the shore's edge below, and set a gray
Disturbance shocking along wires of cloud,
That knit the sky together in a shroud.
This was the place for Rilke. There was a black
Circle carven geometrically by the track
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That led down shoreward by a similar path,
And I could still see keen fire cut a swath
Some two feet wide out of the gutted night
Lowering great canvases over the sight;
A vacuous and imaginary light,
Not like the real and searing flame that bore
Itself in his head's cavern years before.
After some hours phosphor soared down the dark;
Hatched luminous eggs on the west sea edge, stark
And open like sore wounds upon the world;
And boiling water drew far back and hurled
Foam shells at padded targets in the sky;
Wracked wind surveyed the shadows with a cry
Momentary, then muted: the star-bombed earth
And sea lay rich as death with never a dearth
Of bones and rocks and skeletal ribs of roughen
ing water, as though a gorgeous ebony coffin
Had been laid open disrespectfully,
During a heavy burial ceremony,
By grim impassioned eunuchs standing round
A circled pyre upon sepulchral ground:
Cold men aroused, by a funereal spree
With death's harem, to lay a shroud on the sea
And land that were forever to lie dead.
I would not speak. I was not comforted.
I watched the pocked planet spin with desire,
And Rilke's ghost appeared.
I thought of fire,
A butterfly's wing, perhaps, burning in sun
On August days; of swifts on sunbeams spun;
Of dawn's white fire skimming cows' frosted stalls;
Of bees burned by cruel schoolboys near white walls;
Even of a match's temporary glow,
Blooming its orange petals on the low
Waters of twilit smoke and islanded piles
In a chaotic brickyard where the tiles
Loomed like old boxes purple with carcasses
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Tired butchers would not gash.
But on the seas
There was no fire; pistils bloomed black instead
Below; night interrupted me with lead
Bombings of waves and shrieks of the wind giant,
Who thumped his chest and groaned as the gray pliant
Fires of the phosphor star sank into hell
Beyond, as voices die in a shore shell.
A fine-toothed current of air combed my loose hairs,
As undertakers may arrange the dead,
Who, left alone, review themselves in mirrors.
The poet's warm ghost turned to me and said:
The world's one Hand is fleshed, spread out in bones
Of stars and ribs of water jutting like spoons
On a used table where millions have eaten;
Then have they rushed for town, fallen and beaten
Their skulls in riots over the alluring ghost
Of love, who like a mouse is all but lost,
And caught eventually by the feline death,
The gentle carrier of a purring word,
The mewing lungs that suck the mouse's breath,
And leave its fur to dry and lie in a box
As does a lock of a young girl's brown hair;
Or grind itself to air in windy rocks.
His breath steamed. Waves wove through the marine air
The boiling water drew far back and hurled
The rosy bones of nations on the land;
And then receded down the sprinkled sand,
That faded as the dawn's thin phosphor faded
Seaward; the sea and star were children with their fingers
inter-curled,
Who into silence waded.
I closed my eyes again to ask him why
Death was only a little one to him;
And yet to me a shock through the rude sky,
Or a giant in an apocalyptic dream.
He turned away again and said to me:
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I am a tree before my own background,
My forest is the west that with no sound
Shadows the limbs of all my songs and me.
The wind drew back his ghost into the sea.
The wind drew back my ghost into the lake.
The morning twilight faded off my lake;
And voices at its edges were awake,
To lead me home by sound. There only were,
Below the overtones of musical air,
The dippings of foam-nettings as they drifted
Into the wharves of stone that lightly rifted
Leaf derelicts and sheltered them for pyres
Tomorrow would engender into fires.
Tomorrow evening would be twilight lit
By leaves like these. To stroke the infinite
With broken fingernails as on hard stone,
Would be the work of leaves that I had known,
And so the fate of visions I had seen.
Corpses of shadows moldered in the green
Hollows, and fell to nothing as I went
Down the briared path and into my back yard,
Beneath the crumbling clusters of the sky.
There'd been a book of verses to be read;
The poet I had known was plainly dead;
The Warnock valley sundered from the night.
With rude bucolic visions unperfected,
But with the proper kitchen key selected,
I turned the doorknob and let in some light.
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Perry Lentz '64

from The Battle of Fort Pillow
The Battle of Fort Pillow, like any battle, was composed of incidents. Presented
out of context, the following can only be considered as an incident, perhaps represen
tative, perhaps not, of the whole.
This selection describes an actual historical event, the slayings and mutilation of
a rebel scout named Bob Perry by negro soldiers. Before the war, Bob Perry had
made his living hunting runaway slaves for the plantation owners in Mississippi.
Now a cavalry trooper in Forrest's division, his knowledge of the countryside makes
him an appropriate choice for scouting duties. This incident occurs in the third
winter of the war.
TT was one of those early spring days, cold enough the night before to
Afrost, but warm and glowing in the sunlight, with the earth just beginning
to move and stir. In the fields on each side of the road winter-browned stub
ble lay matted over the red earth, and gave, slipping, when his horse pushed
down. He had just taken off his overcoat and thrown it across the blanket
roll behind him. The sun was warm, and he moved his shoulders inside the
blouse, and thought some more about ole Suellen. He was figuring how he
could slip off and spend some more time with her, and whistling aimlessly.
He got excited thinking about her and shifted in the saddle and just let the
horse have its way.
The road dropped down beside a small stream, which was rocky and
choked with green ice and red mud. Now he knew exactly where he was
and where the road was going, he knew it would dip once more, down
beside the stream, and then it would cross the railroad tracks beside a trestle
and a blockhouse. The blockhouse was garrisoned by maybe two platoons,
and he figured he would have to cut back into the woods and he even knew
just the knoll above the railroad cut where he could lie in a stand of pine and
take a long look at the blockhouse. But he got his ground mixed up: for the
first time in twenty-one years his sure instinct let him down, not severely
but by a distance of perhaps thirty yards. Because in the first place he got his
dips mixed up in his aimless prurient driftings beneath the hot winter sun,
already thinking about asking Major Perry for another bit of leave, thinking
about the next time he would see Suellen and maybe how it would be spring
and would be nice outside and how the tall soft grass in the fields would feel
beneath their weight, thinking about how nice and soft the air was. In all of
this he had miscounted the stretches of the road, and he had already passed
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the first dip down beside the stream. And in the second place he ordinarily
would have sensed the presence of Yankee troops but somehow in the smell
of the fields and in the delicious feel of the warm air and the crisp cool
breeze, he missed that, too. So naturally, in a moment out of context and
unlike any other moment in all of his life, he had abandoned himself to the
purely sensual animal enjoyment of everything with absolutely none of the
accompanying instinctive caution, and of course he rode right into the back
of a group of Yankees.
They were out washing clothes, about ten Yankee nigger soldiers, their
rifles slung and they were taking halting short steps with the great baskets of
laundry held in front of them, and they were leaning backwards and talking.
And he could not have been more than ten paces from them, he saw in one
moment of self-accusative clarity and horror and humor the blue uniforms
with the sunlight warm off the cloth, and the black shining flesh and the
brass button on one of the kepis winking in the sun, and the kinky hair of
the nearest one and the musty smell of them and the thick smell of soap, and
their bootprints in the mud. They were going back to the blockhouse which
was right in front of them.
Fear and the hot need for action rose through him and his hair bristled,
but he was grinning too, grinning at his own stupidity and thinking
somehow what a story this will be to tell, what a story. He got the horse
turned around on the muddy road at the moment the nigger sergeant heard
the slopping of the hooves and turned and saw him. His back felt curiously
exposed, cold now that the sun was off it and in his face and he was not
wearing the overcoat. He twitched, and while the horse gathered its weight
on the hind legs for the thrusting first stride, he shoved his fingers past the
trigger guard of the rifle across his thighs. And he was laughing. At the shccr
humor of the thing: at the irony of having for years done precisely the op
posite to runaway niggers, slipping up on them, and how he had to go and
tide right into a mess of them. But he was laughing at the horror of it too;
much more horrible than having stumbled into an ambush, because he had
come across them out of a clear blue sky. Out of warmth and lasciviousness
and the innocent pleasure of the flesh, he had ridden right into them and
they were there in a close heart-stopping proximity.
He got the horse turned around and there was a field on his right and the
creek on his left, so he spurred it to the right straight for a stand of little pine
trees about fifty yards down the road at the edge of the field. He turned
around in the saddle and swung the rifle, still in his lap, vaguely in the direc
tion of the Yankees. He saw the sergeant with his blouse open and the but
tons winking, and there were spilled white baskets of laundry.
He squeezed the trigger of the rifle, and it hurt his wrist when it went off.
There was the clear sharp odor of the rifle smoke, and then he bent low
over the horse's neck and concentrated on m aking it to the stand of pine.
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The horse was having trouble in the mud and its hooves tore up clods of it
and made a pathetic, hollow sound. There were rifle shots and he quivered
all over, and things went past him. Twenty yards. Still the clatter and suck
of the horse's hooves, and the beat of the warm sun, and shouts behind him.
Y God I never felt so damn helpless in all my life. I ain't goen to make it.
Then it was ten yards and Yes I am I done made it and O my Lord but
won't this make one hell of a story. He was pressing the side of his face
against the horse's neck and really flogging it; and he was looking suddenly
at a little pillar of ice that had come out of the mud bank on the right side of
the road, and was in the shadow of a clump of hedge, pale white and stained
with traces of mud. Thinking five yards beyond that and here we go into
the woods. And then something went right past his ear and he heard it hit
the horse's skull right behind the ears. He heard it hit and he could hear the
reverberation inside the skull, and he thought, just like a bullet in a
watermelon and then the horse died right under him, in lurching midstride.
The ground came up and hit him, all the world spinning up against the left
side of him.
He was dazed and he shook his head and it hurt, his face was a few inches
from the tiny fragile columns of hoar frost in the road, and the ground was
cold and there was blue pain all over his left side. Ol' horse was dead fore it
ever hit the ground, he thought. He fished out his revolver and looked over
toward the stand of pine trees and thought I'm close enough to make it easy.
Then the great weight on his left leg came to him, and he looked down and
realized that the horse was pinning him to the ground. Well I be damned.
He turned his head painfully toward the niggers, his neck stretching. One
of them fired at him, a fragile burst of blue powder smoke, and all of him
jumped into his throat, and then the bullet thudded into the horse. He
hefted the revolver, and it felt good and powerful. Hell, there's a dozen of
em. I'm in one pretty ol mess, I am. "All right, all right." He pitched the
revolver away from him. The sky was bright and fresh-washed, and the sun
was dazzling and he could hear the voices of the negroes and the clicking of
the ice-coated pine needles in the woods.
The negroes were standing in the muddy road, their wash spread in
bundles and strands and soaking up red stain from the mud. They were
loading their rifles and some of them kept on banging away at him. He flinched
and yelled "all right goddamit all right, I done give up. Come ahead." The
sergeant was yelling at the others. They all stood and stared at Perry. "Come
and get this ol dead hoss off me." The sergeant pulled out his bayonet and
put it on his gun barrel. They all started toward him, walking like on fragile
ice. He watched their steam breath rise as they walked. They holding their
breath, y God. They're more scared of me than I am of them.
They stopped and stood in a vague semi-circle, ten yards away, holding
their rifles still on him. He shifted restlessly. The horse was hurting him, his
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leg was all afire it seemed and at the same time it was going all numb. "Come
on, come on. Get this hoss off me." He sucked in air through his teeth in
pain and frustration. Goddam stupid niggers. Glad to be shet of em, yessir.
The sergeant was a big ole nigger, with welts across his face and his jacket
unbuttoned, the bright buttons hanging loose. Ugliest nigger I ever did see,
Perry thought. His leg was really hurting him, cold and numb and yet
prickling, and he felt like he couldn't breathe, pressed down against the
road, and that was making him angry.
"Well goddamit get over here and get this hoss off me I said!"
They started walking down on him again, still holding their rifles pointed
at him and stepping heel-toe heel-toe. He made frustrated pulling motions at
his leg. Tears were trickling down his face, but he knew that was the shock
more than anything else. Damn it, damn it. Good ole joke on me though.
Yessir, ride right into the back of a roadful of niggers, could've smelled em a
mile off. Yessir, tracken for a liven and then ride right up to em. They had
stopped a few feet away and were looking down at him now. He squinted
and started to curse and then thought hell that ain't goen to get anything
done. "Come on, boys, Come on. Lend a hand." The negro sergeant put the
tip of his bayonet into the trigger guard of Perry's pistol, and then tossed it
into the grass. Then he stepped forward. Perry was struggling with both
hands at his knee, trying to get the leg free, with his tongue between his
teeth.
The negro sergeant with the pale yellow face and the pink welts across it
rested one foot on the horse, and Perry looked up suddenly and querulously
and then the sergeant touched the bayonet of his rifle against the flesh of
Bob Perry's neck. Perry was about to say "How about lenden a hand down
here" and then he didn't say anything, he just looked up that shining bright
steel blade and the long rifle barrel, up at the Negro's face. And at the mot
tled hands holding the rifle, and then he saw that the negro was smiling. Not
the others standing around open mouthed, but this one was smiling.
"I know you, white boy. I seen you, ain't I?"
His teeth were small and black and his lips were pink, the same color as
the welts. "I remember one time you fetched Lonnie Boy back to the ol
Blackford place, I remember that time."
Bob Perry started to grin and nod and say Yes he remembered that too
but then the bayonet shoved harder against his throat and he felt he was go
ing to choke on it. He put his left hand up on the blade and frowned, and
tried to twist away from it. But the sergeant just pushed harder. Another
negro came over, with a wide large nose and a thin mustache across his up
per lip. "Yeah, I remember him, too. Name Bob Perry. Ol Blackford he us
ed to say han's take a notion to run away an ol' Bob Perry he track you
down."
All of the negroes had crowded around now, a circle of brown and yellow
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and black faces, anonymous under blue caps with brass buttons and letters
on them. Perry looked down at his leg, still under the horse, cold now and
hurting. "Unhh—well now how about given me a han' with this hoss,
hunh?" He stopped struggling after a minute, and then looked up and blink
ed, handsome and blonde and white faced. He ran his tongue over his lips.
But he was only scared for a minute, the minute it took all of his natural
reactions to take hold of him again, the minute it took him to forget about
his leg and how it hurt, and how heavy the horse was and how the bayonet
seemed to be choking him. Hell, these are niggers. Don't know any more
than any ol fiel' han' about killen. Won't kill no white man. No sir. Too
smart for that. Nigger ain't gonna kill any white man.
He put his hand on the hard cold steel of the bayonet, and he didn't smile
any more. He looked straight up at the sergeant with the flesh colored welts
on his yellow face, and pushed the bayonet away, or tried to. "Get that
thing out of my throat, nigger. And get this hoss off my laig."
The negroes were all closed around him, on the road, their shadows
blocking out the sunlight, and the sergeant shoved the bayonet right back in
his throat and brought a sting of blood. "It ain't that way no mo, white man.
It ain't never gonna be hat way no mo. You aint't never gonna run ol' nigger
down in the swamps with yo dogs an' shot gun. Ever. I'm goen to kill you,
right here."
'Naw you ain't, you know it." He pushed again at the bayonet at his
throat, and was about to tell them to quit and get the horse off and get him
to a white man. It no more occurred to him that they would kill him than
that his dog might tear out his throat. He was thinking about how bad his
leg was hurting, and how they could get the horse off it and maybe look
him up a doctor. He was also mad because they were clustered around him
in the road, and he felt like they were like to smother him to death. If you
aint goen to get thing this off my laig, at least get somebody that will, he
was about to say.
The negro sergeant raised the rifle, and it wasn't in his throat anymore, as
he was forming the words. But out of the corner of his eye he saw it, and it
was against his ear lobe, and the long length of the rifle barrel was shining in
the sunlight. And suddenly he knew he was about to die, and that tickled
him, It sure did. In another second the whole goddam thing was so stupid
he would have laughed, he knew.
The sergeant with the yellow face pulled the trigger, and in that split second of time amazement and amusement and the continual sensual percep
tion of life-the cold, prickling feeling of his leg, the blue feel of pain, and
shadows making him cold across the shoulders after the blaze of sunlight —
all of this came to him. So he really died just like he had lived, with an un
caring and unselfconscious feel of the world, and he didn't have any sense of
loss or sorrow or even fear, just a series of physical perceptions suddenly cut
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short by a blow against the side of his head, the last thing coming to his eyes
being the hair of his horse's mane where mud had caught in it, and him
thinking got to wash that off Jaycee.
His head was blown off, for the most part. The ball-and-buck army issue
splattered his brains and his bone fragments and blood and blonde hair all
over the ground and across the legs and shoes of the negro soldiers standing
around him. A couple of the negroes jumped back, and the others showed
shock in their faces for a second, but the sergeant raised his rifle and slung it
on his shoulder without hesitating and turned away, and said "Buck and
Whitemeat y'all fetch that of nigger hunter's body over this way, fo' me."
"01 nigger hunter, he sho was one fooled man." Buck said.
"Sho was."
They all got the horse off the body of the nigger hunter, shoving at the
carcass and then pulling the body free and laughing and talking again, like
they had been when they were washing their clothing and blankets in the
creek. "Ol white man he sho was su-prised I mean to say."
"Seed he once over at McCollum."
"He was sho not thinken he was goen to die way he come riden up like
that."
"Nawsuh he wadn't."
When they got him free, covered with mud and blood and his leg at a
funny angle, they carried the body about a mile down the road, in the early
morning with the fields tawny and the sky blue. Their breath came in
steam, and the yellow-faced sergeant found a tree by the side of the road, a
stunted old blackjack oak. Buck and Whitemeat were shiny with sweat
from the carrying. They had worked on the Blackford plantation, where the
yellow-faced sergeant had been the chief field hand, so they did what he
said. Sometimes the others would not. Give a nigger a gun, the yellow-faced
sergeant thought, an he don't have no more sense than an ol mule. Git
ideas. But he could make Buck and Whitemeat do the work that had to be
done at the blockhouse, even if the others were worse than any passel of
house niggers.
They put Bob Perry's body up against the stunted gray tree, and spread
out the arms, and strapped him down with his own belt and cartridge
crossbelt. The body sagged down, and the flesh was white and green. The
whole back of the skull had been torn away, and while they were carrying
the body blood had splattered out over them and over the ground. "Man,
this white man sho do bleed heavy." When the body was in place against
the tree, one eyelid closed and the other blue eye staring emptily at the sky,
the yellow-faced sergeant opened the blouse and the trousers, and went to
work with his bayonet, carving and hacking just like he had carved and
hacked up the meat after the hog killen back on the plantation. The other
negroes stood around loosely, talking and laughing some. Most of them had
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known of Bob Perry, the nigger hunter, best in the state of Mississippi.
After the yellow-faced sergeant had finished and had stepped back, so
there was more blood on the white, white body and on the ground and on
the dried mud, they all looked and one of them, Benman from up the river a
ways, kind of whistled and said "He sho is dead. Sergeant, I reckon he sho is
dead!" and they all laughed. The sergeant looked up at the body. "Come
heah, nigger. Get this hoss off me, nigger. I fetch you back, nigger." He
started laughing, his whole chest and shoulders shaking, and saying
"heeheeheee." Then he said "I'm gone fix me a sign fo you, white man. I be
back in a while."
They all turned and walked back down the road, loose and swinging their
guns and wrists, and talking. The yellow-faced sergeant walked behind them
a ways, moving catlike and wiping the bayonet off on a leaf.
They put the laundry back in the wicker baskets, and went back to the
blockhouse. The little blockhouse stood on a cleared spot near a long trestle
of fresh-cut wood stretched out in fantastic rectangles and beams and sapdrooling pilings over the stony little creek. The place smelled of the wood,
and shavings from the lumber were scattered over the raw dirt, amid the
tree stumps. The little blockhouse was so small that they could not live in it,
so there were two tents, built up and boarded and furnished with mud and
log chimneys next to it. The place was isolated and lonely, and mist still
hung in the trees near the creek, and the snow and ice from around
Christmas time was white and black below the crests of the hills above it.
Lieutenant Schumacher was waiting for them in the door of the little
blockhouse, and he had put the rest of the detail on duty with their rifles
balanced in the loopholes. The laundry detail came straggling up the road,
carrying the baskets of laundry.
He put the revolver back in the holster. "We heard the shooting,
Sergeant. What was it?" He was tall and pinch-faced with big muscles in his
jaws and cheeks, and a wide brown mustache. His eyes were pressed, and
there were ridges between his eyebrows. He was nervous and mad.
"Jest shooten at some ol jackrabbit, sah."
Schumacher played with his sword hilt. "Well god damn it all, man, we
were all ready for a rebel attack after that volley."
"Yes sah."
"Well man you should have told us!"
"Yes sah!" The sergeant was impassive, ugly, his face thick.
The lieutenant prodded with his gloved hands into the basket of laundry.
There were red mudstains on a white shirt. Oh Lord he thought, oh Lord
are these niggers stupid and dumb as the beasts of the field. And he thought
three more days, three more days out here before they come with the relief.
He paced up and down the track next to the blockhouse, listening to the
negroes laughing over at one of the cooking fires, hearing the rattle of rifles.
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God are they worthless creatures he thought. They will surely kill us all!
Waste powder on a rabbit. Drop washing in the mud. Y God are they worthless. The smell of the negro tent, musty and thick, came to him. And they
smell to high heaven; don't smell like any white man.
The hills closed down on him, and he was nervous and mad because they
had scared him to death, with half his men out washing clothes and him
hearing all the shooting. He quit pacing after a while, and thought well hell
nothing came of it, did it?
He smiled, and walked back into his separate tent, feeling with a keen
sensual pleasure the clean, scrubbed board floor and the precision folded
blankets, and the play of the clean winter sunlight across the canvas. He sat
at his desk to continue to fill out his reports, and he thought he might write
a letter this morning to his wife in Indianapolis.
By the fire the negroes were squatting and staring at the coffee pot, and
laughing occasionally. "Ol white man, he sho was fooled when of sergeant
pull thet trigger." And they all laughed, not from vengeance or satisfaction
but from just the innocent humor of seeing a man that surprised by what
had happened. No one felt sorry for Bob Perry. Or even very glad that he
was dead. He had been a thing from the times of their slavery, and it was in
teresting to have seen him up close. In open-mouthed innocence they had
watched the sergeant kill him but then the sergeant would do things like
that cause he was the overseer, the top nigger, over at the Blackford place.
"01' sergeant, he one mean nigger."
"Yeah, white boy he found that out I reckon." And they all laughed.
The yellow-faced sergeant squatted in the winter-thinned trees above the
creek, near a patch of unmelted rotten snow. He had a thin shingle, and he
wrote on it with a thick piece of charcoal. He finished the sign and knotted
some rope to it, and stared with yellow eyes down at the water. Of nigger
hunter, he thought, ol' nigger hunter brought back my people with dogs and
with handcuffs, and with a shot gun. I had to stand there while they came
back and got tole off, or got cut with the whip. I didn't have to stand there
this mawnin, I reckon. He sho was surprised when I blew his head clean off.
11?
Spring '64

Allen Ginsberg, India 1963

Gridhakuta Hill
I've got to get out of the sun
mouth dry and red towel wrapped
round my head
walking up crying singing Ah, sunflower
Where the traveller's journey
closed my eyes is done in the
black hole there
sweet rest
far far away —
Up the stone climb past where
Bimbisara left his armies
and got down off his elephant
and walked up to meet
Napoleon Buddha pacing
back and forth on the platform
of red brick on the jut rock crag
staring out lidded-ey'ed beneath
the burning white sunlight
down on Rajgir kingdom below
ants wheels within wheels of empire
houses carts streets messengers
wells and water flowing
staring into past future simultaneous
kingdoms here and gone on Jupiter
distant X-ray twinkle of the eye
myriad brick cities on earth and under
New York Chicago Palenque Jerusalem
Delphos Macchu Picchu Acco
Herculaneum Rajagriha
here below all windy with the tweetle
of birds and the blue rocks
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leaning into the blue skyVulture Peak desolate bricks
flies on the knee hot shadows
raven-screetch and wind blast
over the hills from desert plains
south toward Bodh Gaya —
All the noise I made with my mouth
singing on the path up, Gary
Thinking all the pale youths and
virgins shrouded with snow
canting Om Shantih all over the world,
and who but Peter du Peru
walking the streets of San Francisco
arrived in my mind on Vulture Peak.
Then turned round and around on my heels
singing and plucking out my eyes
ears and tongue and nose
and balls as I whirled
longer and longer the mountains stretched
swiftly flying in circles
the hills undulating and roads speeding
around me in the valley.
Till when I stopped the earth
moved in my eyeballs
green bulges slowly
and stopped.
(My thirst in my cheeks and tongue
and back throat drives me home.)
Note.- GRIDHAKUTA HILL, or Vulture Peak, is the historic site where the Buddha
delivered Prajnaparamita and Diamond Sutras in King Bimbisara's ancient kingd om
of Rajagriha. Gary mentioned here is the Zen student American poet Gary Snyder,
who had written the lines "Vulture peak/is silent as a tomb." Peter du Peru is an ec
centric gentleman street-wanderer in San Francisco, whom I have not seen for half a
decade.
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John Crowe Ransom

The Vanity of the
Bright Young Men
Absurd in my tight black coat like a sleazy beetle
I wasn't minding my looks,
I was looking at me, the boy bereaved of a title
Minding his dreams and books.
To assembly I walked alone, but forever pushing
Even to say my prayers,
Glaring with coldest eyes at whom I was brushing
Who would, if they could, with theirs.
In late afternoons I stroke in a green fable
and wasted for my miracle,
Should a yellow beak intone from a throat of sable
A syllable out of an Oracle.
Happening once by luck of my chances and choices
On the holy Druid trees,
Rulers whose leaves translate the truculent voices
Stitched in the wind's wheeze,
I shortened stride at a shrubbery, where two together
Parleyed, and question rose;
One saying, "This boy who tugs at tether may be other
Than he and they suppose" —
But one, "Yet sired and dammed by a father and mother
And surely acknowledges those?"
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"That sweet babe royal, if he was changed not knowing
But still he plays the Prince"—
"A King to be? With his sword and crest not showing"—
"Fourteen long winters since"—
Then almost I was absolved of my brainwashed ambition
And tired royal blood;
And malingering Prince, from whose vegetary operation
I spring to my ravening stride
(Stopping eavesdropping for a wavering name and nation
From wranglers ever wide)
To see if I throve where a tower's last throb expired
And was dumb in the unlistening room
Where a rabble babbled. O if they'd stared and adored
Crying "Look, hush, he has come!"
Nobody cried. Some touched him and welcomed him home
As blest because he had come.
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Philip D. Church

Furnace Harbor
(Fayette, Michigan, 1962)
I
The bouy lifts, and falls
Lifts again, and falls,
Chimes the same hour over, and over,
Because it rings to the passing
Ripples: dongdong. Dong. Dong.
The intervals suggesting patterns unheard,
To be extended mathematically,
Into eternity. Or backward,
To a cause, a formula
Which set forth the rhythm:
Infinite regress to ground zero,
Ultimate negative of history,
Lurking beneath the sea.
Here, one is caught listening
Trying to catch the fragment
Of a tune heard in part,
Persuading the whole.
A tidal tone
Where no tide is.
Rusty bell,
Tongue-tied,
Tells.
*Fayette is located on the Upper Peninsula of Michigan, just up the southern coast
from Escanaba. In the last quarter of the nineteenth century, it was a leading producer of iron. It is presently undergoing restoration, having been for some time a
ghost town.
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I skip
A flat rock across the tide,
Watch my child who is playing at the side
Among the round rocks, mossed
And slippery, that she not fall
Headlong into Furnace Harbor.
II
Do not say there is no tide here,
Nearer north, where the compass
Spins, where a continent divides
Not in mountains nor in volcanic gulfs,
But among the round rocks, washed
Around the lips of glacials,
The shallow lakes, bass bedded,
The bottoms growing up, changing.
Tides even there, and the fish
Follow them, feeding, spawning.
Here at the straits, the deep
Cold water above limestone cliffs
The pines atop them, shadowing
The bay, the old kilns, the rebuilt
Factory.
The rock I skip
Should bound, ringing, all the way across
The surface hard and clear, only
Grained with ripples. But it skips
Once, twice, and I can watch it
Sideslipping down until it seems
Suspended in glass, a specimen.
Our lives pass a point and do not
Pass, where we are busy yet grown still.
Like father and daughter playing the same game
Over and over, called only by a different name.
The same game or work with stones,
As if in stone, carved and
61
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Monumental in our littleness,
Skipping or tumbling, all's the same.
Like the workmen round about
The ironwork's restoration.
Stone. Lime. Lime
Stone, plumbLines.
On the limestone cliffs,
On the seaward wall,
On the sheer windward side,
Above a rockbeach of shale, slick
And no more than a step wide from the wall
To the surf which is always at high tide,
In faded pigments, red,
There is drawn a sun
Beside a figure, simplified,
Of a man —Indian with a truly remarkably long dong
Pissing long and strong,
In old vermillion, streaked and still
Wet,
Right into the sun.
Two gay Indians
Drew them there
Having stepped
From a boat
Gently rocking.
And drunk, giggling, they
Commemorated their night's communion
Of souls in red paint on the wall's side,
The boat nearly drifted away one of them
Yelled "there she goes, god damn her,"
And the other gurgled, "catch the god
Damned thing you dumb Indian," and
The first one did but just barely.
They paddled away, proud to be
Drunk, their hands stained with red
And streaked with clumsy pee,
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Proud to be sailors on the sea,
Battling the ripples and the
Round rocks. Gay. Red. Drunken.
For fifty cents each you can
See their painting of the man
Pissing directly into the sun.
It is a masterpiece
Of restoration.
IV
And when I was done trying
To skip a rock all the way across,
Not wishing to sully the water,
I went and pissed against the side
Of a limestone kiln. I do not
Compare myself with the Indians
Of whom at that time I had not yet heard.
For I was neither gay nor drunk. But
Had I known of them then, and had I known
About the inland tide, the rising and falling
Of the rusty bell atop the belly buoy,
Had I known the nature of this bay,
I would have bravely bared myself
And pissed into the sea.
And let my yellow waste spread like a warm
Blanket cast with excruciating care over
The bones of a child who lies still
Beneath the timeless crystal, the pure
Untroubled ripples of the bay.
I had been proud to have had even such a poor part
Of myself sifted and strained into the elements
Which receive all other streams and swallow
Them and, within the eternal tidal slosh
Of even the smallest lakes, kept
Them. Held, heeded, carried
Them, within them:
Gay or not.
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V
Once they made iron here,
And now they are about
The ironwork's restoration.
In Matthew Brady britches,
Sacky coats, hands on hearts;
They bedded in rancid flannel.
Company store, now museum,
Keeps them under glass.
Negative-skinned, eyes averted
Or merely dulled, they stand
Like Brady's "Second Michigan —
At Manassas." Faces
Unidentified.
Nothing can be restored here;
My flat stone sank, not out of sight.
There is anonymity in iron;
I see and feel faces here.
Our Indians peer down from their
Presences. Still the walls rise,
The bay presides, old as handmade glass
With an agate eye at the center,
Rippling the vision moving out —
Thumb-press, a whorl of work,
The hands that tied the line
That snakes the bell-buoy
To the bottom.
The iron was made here
Where reports of Antietam came
From four cold lakes away,
Worn smooth, rounded, finished
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In time to them as they are now
To us. They won the battle
For the bloody angle,
Burning in their own peculiar
Wilderness, overlooking a bay
Dead as glass to them.
O all work is finished
Here, and the state's
Workmen work as if
They knew it.
Phantoms,
They move all about us.
VI
Here, historical markers note the tons
Of iron and the time it took to smelt it.
Say nothing of them, the hands, that made it.
In the crunch and scrape of gravel
And brickdust, under tourist feet,
The time comes round again,
In the stares of workmen,
Features under glass.
See, behind that kiln right there
Two bradyesques broke hands on cheeks
And rocks; hands go red from force
Of habit, silence, men
Without women for all the usual reasons.
Father in sun-visored cap,
Mother, broad-helmed and capped,
And two kids sit, fishing
From a dock they've never bothered to rebuild.
Dangling strings that never reach
To the bottom of the hole
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Where the mouths await,
Eyes like jelly,
Belly white.
White-shod, skewed-hulled cruisers come
From Chicago, Harbor Springs, girls in
Bikinis on the polished decks, fat men,
Remote and arch and never so alien.
They cannot disinter
From limestone cliff or water the faces
That rise and transpire against our picnic.
Clean white hull pinched tight in a frozen bay;
The fishing family and picnickers will all stay
Until these trees grow hard again as the lime
And all this, restored, begins a second time.
Caught, frozen, striking poses;
Pawky pose of a Matthew Brady.
VII
Skip a flat rock against the tide,
See photographs of men who've died,
Urinate behind a tree;
Watch the slick young cruisers come,
Swallow a seed, —suck your gum.
The bouy is lifted, and it sounds
Dong. Dong, to mark the channel,
To raise like a smoke signal
From ironmen to Indian burial.
The iron is raised, old men call,
Old urine, against an ancient wall.
&
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Robert Cantwell

Wallace Stevens At
The Windowsill
He fathomed what all actuaries find,
that the mind has its grey parts and its green,
an imponderable ocean, an obese machine
whose gleaming surfaces in motion are
what a man, to live, will fabricate
out of wildness, sufficiency, and change.
Peeling an orange perhaps, unwrapping lunch
he looked out over Hartford, intent on
self-made monuments, he heard the pigeons
lapping at his elbow, and the music
of his other self precise within him grew
released itself and flew
over a brick and signpost Paradise.
Under his green vision pecking pigeons
became significantly disguised divines;
sunlight and sandstone eloquently raged,
and the city came up to surround his mind.
He soared over Connecticut in speech,
and when the company lunch-hour ended
he reined in his glass coach and equippage,
packed his prophesies in an empty jar,
and settled down to ideas of order:
how they work, what they are.
&
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Rebecca Warren '79

Gray and Light
On those late afternoons when the light filtered
dusty yellow through the curtains,
he would fold over the last leaf of newspaper
with that one easy arc I couldn't master
without crumpling paper thunder.
And he would sit back in the elephant wing chair;
reach without looking, and light a cigarette
unfiltered and sweet, brown like rabbit's fur.
And I lay on the deep rug
swinging one foot and eating scuppernongs
until they edged my teeth.
(The good ones were speckled like thrush eggs
and slipped; easy and sweet.) Alone
we were together watching the gray smoke
uncurl like writing too quiet to read,
or eyes that eddied away and didn't blame you.
And the ceiling collected slow layers
that drifted like dry water
and settled around us. Smoke
almost sharp, but wrapped in cotton.
Not the oily wax smell of church candles,
but simple like this way of telling you.
Or like the edge of cheese in the next room;
herrings salted in May when they ran
black in the river. Not every memory is pain.
Sometimes, walking home where the road dips
and dark comes a minute sooner,
I touch a wide leaf,
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green and cooler than the air
settled in that hollow.
And I remember his favorite songs;
old musicals, still hummed without words.
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wishes to announce the following cash prizes:
The Denham Sutcliffe Prize for critical essays; the Edgar Collings
Bogardus Prize for poetry; the Rahming Prize for art; the Charles
Monroe Coffin Prize for short fiction; and the John C. Neff Prize for
expository prose.
Judge: T. R. Hummer
Winning submissions will be published in the Spring 1986 issue. In
quiries may be addressed to The Editors, Hika, Box B, Gambier,
Ohio 43022.
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